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Milestone
Copt A-Plus
Rating
The Milestone, student yearbook of Eastern baa received
iU third straight A-plus rating
from the National School Tawbook Association N. 8. Patter•on, N8YA director, announced
thla waak.
The A-plus ratlnf la a "ran
'special excellent" acore which
la applied to a limited taw books
In ft olaas to denote that they
atand out even above complete
and excellent books, in Imagination or general all-around
excellence."
In making the annuoncement
from NSYA's Memphis, Tenn.,
headquarters Pattereon
congratulated the yearbook staff
on "a production that brings
credit to the ataff, the instltutlon, and the yearbook profaa
•ton aa well."
Hard To Flad Fault
The criUque of the Milestone
pralaed each facet of the book.
The critique of the Mllaatona
pralaed each facet of the book.
"Hard to find fault with your
photography . . . Top coverage
we have aaen for a collage book
(curricula) . . . Excellent allaround coverage (athletlca) ...
Excellent collection of faculty
Informals — too often dull in
yearbook*," ate.
"The Judging of thla yearbook
baa been quite a pleasure," the
critique said.
"Normally,
•
Judge seeka to tear apart ft
book, looking for things that
might be Improved. Thla Mas
edition of the "Mllaatona" has
presented quite ft challenge In
thla respect.
"After leading thla volume
one cornea away with a clearcut idea of life at Eaatern Kentucky, both in picturea and in
worda. Tour coverage appears
to be complete, covering the
major areaa of campus life, both
serious and otherwise."
Triple Crown" Winner
Last year's Mllaatona received
the mythical "triple crown," the
top rating from each of the
Continued On Page Six

Law Officer Standards
Under Study Here

Freshmen Thought And Observation
Members of the class of 1070 are marked aa
freshmen by the traditional beanies and name
tags which are worn during orientation week.
These students compile the first freshmen
class of Eastern and will be the first class to

graduate after four full years at Eastern in
its official university status. Mlas Andrea
MlcElvle from Ithaca, N.T. is one of many
who observe and ponder their new environment.
Progress Photo by Rob ^

later this semester.
The two residence halls now
under construction will be finished this year; two other residence halls are being proposed.
Additional plans are formed
for a home economics building,
for two parking garages, a new
football stadium, a classroom
building, and an addition to the
Keen Johnson Student Union
Building. Transition
of the
present maintenance building
into Industrial education faculties and building of a new maintanance building are also plan-

ned for the future.
•Vest Trained'
The President made several
comments concerning the faculty including the statement
that 107 teachers have been added to the faculty. He also felt
that the faculty this year is the
"beat trained."
The ataff of tne Office of
Student Affairs has been expanded Including the appointment of Colonel Don Smith to
work with clubs.
President Martin also stated
the desire to provide the student
with more social activities. On

University Status
Discussed At •
Symposium

Publication Members
Hear Varied Speakers
The 1986 Progress-Milestone
Workshop opened Friday with
a welcome from Mr. HarreU
Brooks, Foote and Device representative. Attendance at the
conference Included editors and
ataff members of both publications, photographers,
guest
speakers, and personnel from
the Office of Public Affaire.
The workshop began with •
discussion on the history and
importance of photo journalism
by Mr. Jimmy Keen,
Staff
Photographer for The CourierJournal. Progress and Milestone
groups were then divided to
hear speakers keyed to the functions of the different publlcaHarrell Brooks, ute publisher's
adviser to the yearbook, spoke
on "Creativity and the Tearbook." Mr. Keen concluded the
Milestone's morning steal on
with talks on "Photography"

m
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Eastern Experiences Varied Changes
With New Year And University Status

Dr. Martin Outlines Eastern Plans
At Progress Press Conference Monday
"Excuse our dust They'll be
coming down the road' behind
us." Thla statement by Preeident Robert R. Martin refered
to the growth here compared to
that at the University of Kentucky.
In a Progress press conference Monday tne President also
outlined the planned physical
changes here. In reference to
the John Grant Crabbe Library,
he explained that lack of stone
and skilled laborers delayed the
nomplotlon of the building.
Plans now call for its opening
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COORDINATED
FASHIONS

and "Photo Selection and Cropping."
Progress morning
speakers
centered en news and feature
writing. Wayne Gregory,
Assitant State Editor of the Lexington Herald, discussed "Reporting and News Writing."
Views on "Feature Writing"
by Bob
Cooper,
Associated
Press Feature Writer, preceded
the combined luncheon.
The luncheon for workshop
participants in the President's
Room of the Keen Johnson Student Union Building featured a
description of University progress by President Robert R.
Martin. He went on to say
that the changeover would mean
an adjustment of all facets of
the University.
. .Daring the afternoon the Milestone and Progress were again
In seperate sessions. The yearbook discussions continued with
Continued On Page Six ..

Last weekend the faculty of
Eastern listened aa three noted
men in the educational field discussed the challenges and opportunities Involved with the
transition from college to university. The speakers were
Richard Burkhardt Vice President for Instructional Affaire
and Dean of Faculties, Ball
SUte University; Allan W. Qatar, Executive Director, Association of SUte Colleges and Universities, and Harvey H. Davis,
Provost Emeritus of Iowa. Mr.
Burkhardt discussed "A Teacher's College Becomes a University." Mr. Ostar spoke on
the problems anticipated In his
talk, "SUte Colleges and Universities — The Future." Mr.
Davis's lecture studied "The
Role of a SUte University."
President Robert R. Martin
spoke favorably of the conference. "The University Conference waa well received by the
faculty and will be a stimulus
for a great deal of thought and
discussion and ImplemenUtlon
through the year as Eastern
grows." Concerning Eastern's
transition from college to university, President Martin commented. Eastern's purpose of
teaching will be the same but
our "goals win be broader.''
President Martin also felt that
the speakers were Instrumental
la giving the faculty members
a preview of what to expect in
the future as a university. He
said, "Each speaker made a
wonderful talk on a facit of the
problems facing us as we men
Into university status."
PICK-UP POINTS
Beginning next week the
BasUrn Progress will be pub
lished on Tuesday mornings
for the academic year. Distribution will be at noon on
Tuesday at the
following
points:
Beckham, Brockton Laundromat, Burnam, Case, Clay,
Combe, Dupree, Keith, Martin, Mattox, McCreary, Millar, McGregor, SUB Grill,
Sullivan, Todd, and Weaver
Grill.

this subject he said that more
money has been allotted for
musicals in the Community
Concert Series. Plans are also
being formed for an Anniversary Concert. A campus
movie will now be shown on
Saturday night.
FM Station
The facilities for the FM
radio and TV sutlon are to be
completed next semester. Both
will be noncommercial and will
be located m Model School. TV
equipment will cost an estimated
1200,000. The radio will broadcast on 00,000 watts compared
to the 10 watts now being used
at Morehead. The broadcasting area will cover an SO mile
radius.
Concerned was expressed by
the President on the rising food
prices. He also promised to
look into the situation of granting senior privileges.

Milestone Staff
Meets Tuesday
The first ataff meeting for all
present and would-be Milestone
workers will be Tuesday, Sept
20 at 5:30 p.m. in Roark 8. All
those interested In becoming
staff workers are asked to attend this meeting.

Both Physical And Academic
Changes Become Apparent

By BRENDA P. KISNEB
nagieas Managing Editor
Eastern enters the first year of the seventh decade of its
history experiencing new aspects, changes, and opportunities afEastern will be the sponsoring B. 8. degree In Commerce from forded by Its first full academic year aa Eaatern Kentucky Uniinstitution for the establishment the University of Kentucky in versity.
One of the most prominent changes lies within the Incorporaof the Kentucky Peace Officer's IBM, and his law degree also
tion of the Central University College. Thla college functions
Standards and Training Council from UK in 1941.
in supervision and administration of academic counseling, student
the United States Department
Eastern was also first in the
and general education curriculum, at the freshman and
of Justice announced this week. nation in establishing a School programs,
sophomore level.
President Martin stated that of Law Enforcement under the
Students will be enrolled in Hah and history are belng ofKentucky has become the fust same Law Enforcement Assist- this
until completion fered for the first time.
Ime. Both
state in the nation to receive ance Act. The School of Law of 64 college
credit hours with a mint;
a planning grant under the Law Enforcement, under Robert W. mum 2.0 academic standing.' programs are with the Coltasa
Enforcement Assistance Act of Poeey, formerly a lieutenant in Students filling the require- of Arts and Sciences.
1M6. The purpose of the grant the Kentucky State Police, of- ments and holding the class- The graduate
will be for the development of fers courses In police science in ification of Junior will then be gram Is designed to
minimum standards and train- both associate and baccalaure- enrolled in the respective col- students in the areaa of sBaging programs for law enf orce- ate degree programs.
lish and American lltaratiue,
leges of their areas of study.
ment officers throughout the
comparative tttereture, structBroad
Areaa
Covered
Commonwealth.
ure of English language, lasuauh
The Central University Col- creative and expository writing
It la estimated that there are
lege provides an Integrated cur- rhetoric, and liUrature in its
about 6000 law enforcement ofr
riculum which covers
broad relation to the history of Ideas.
fleers in Kentucky at the present
areaa of knowledge. The core of
The history graduate program
time. The newly-established prothe program includes 28 semes- wUl prepare history teachers at
gram la expected to lead the
ter hours in communications, the secondary and college levels
way to profs si orniHiwrlnn of
natural sciences, social science, and also to provide foundation
law enforcement throughout the
and health and physical educa- for further graduate work leadentire state. Representativea of
tion. In addition 24 hours of! ing toward the Doctor of Philolaw enforcement agencies and
course work required by the sophy degree.
higher education as well as other
students'
advanced
colleges
Interested groups will be repreAdditional Staff
must be accumulated.
sented on the planning council.
Dean of the Central UniverFor this academic year, lie
Robert Clark Stone has acsity College is Dr. Clyde J. new faculty and administrative
cepted an appointment aa exLewis, former chairman of the staff appointments have bean
ecutive director of the council.
history department.
made. Thla brings the total staff
Stone has worked in the field of
New Graduate Programs
to somewhat over the 400 figpolice training since 1960, and
Another eminent change pre- ure. President Martin stated
baa served as a Special Agent
sent with the first "university that Eastern will have the
tar the Federal Bureau of Inyear" is the beginning of the smallest student-faculty ratio in
vestigation for the past 24 years.
operation of graduate programs the history of the Institution.
A native of Upper Montclalr,
In areas other than education.
The university also begins the
New Jersey, Stone received his
Masters of arts degrees in Eng- new year with a new Vice President of Academic Affairs and
Dean of Faculty, Dr. Thomas
Stovall, who has replaced the
retired Dr. Smith Park.
Dr.
Stovall came to Eastern from
the University of South Florida
where he was Coordinator of
Graduate Studies.
Dr. Stovall holds a bachelor's
This fftfl the Progress win of- His column comes from long-, phy as a Uberal independent
degree from the University of
fer The work of two great* in term, first hand reporting and Democret.
the newspaper world — Hugh observing in national and interHe says, "1 express an opinion Tenneeaoe and the Master's deHaynie, the cartoonist for the national areas.
in print each day which is my gree and Ph. D. from George
Courier-Journal, and Ralph McBegin Career In College
own. Perhaps on occasion thla Peabody College. He has also
GU1, the syndicated columnist
McGill began his career while freedom results In my turning attended MaryvUle College and
Appearing throughout the school still in college at VanderbUt out something a little out of the VanderbUt University, and he
taught at the University of Minyear on the op-ed page, pertin- when he worked his way through ordinary."
ent cartoons and hard-hitting writing police news and politics
He has been described as a nesota from IBM to I960.
remarks will bring some of the for the Nashville Banner. He "pen-point behind Bill Mauldln"
Physical Growth Obvious
national world to Eastern.
became sports editor
on the by Newsweek and has
won
New
physical facuities are beRalph McGUl, who has been Banner in 1928. In 1929 he ac- esteem within his own profeswrittlng a daily column for S3 cepted a position of sports edi- sion. In 1962 he was selected aa ing added to the growing camyears, has an educated opinion tor on The AtlanU Constitution. one of the 10 Outstanding Young pus also. The Crabbe Library adon international problems, poli- In 1942 he became editor and Men of 1962 by the United States dition and wrap-around architecture, which engulfs the old
tics, the passing scene, educa- succeeded to publisher In June Junior Chamber of Commerce.
to be
tion, the American spirit and 1960.
His cartoons have several dif- structure, is expected
In November. The
human rights. His statements,
Hugh Haynie, the well-known ferent styles, ranging from elab- completed
often controversial, have result- editorial cartoonist for the Cour- orate pen and brush drawings, $8,313,880 reconstruction project '
ed In both threats of personal ier-Journal, has won a reputa- parodies on famous art master- one-third of which Is being fidamage and International
a- tion as one of the harshest, most pieces to imitations of old en- nanced with federal funds, wUl
wards. A reader and a listener penetrating cartoonist of the gravings. One has evolved into provide simultaneous accommoby temperament, before he political scene. Given complete a series called "Great Art of dation for some 2,100 students,
speaks out, McGill says matter- freedom by Barry Blngham, Our Time." The beat known of officials say.
Construction
of
Commonof-factly, "I read everything." he describes his political philoeoContinued On Page Six .. wealth Hall, a 21-story dormitory for male students, Is well
along at thla time. Thla dorm,
to house 848 students, la scheduled for completion In 1967.
A second dorm, Singleton P.
Walters Hell, is also under construction. This air-conditioned
residence haU wul accommodate
404 women students and la also
"Tip your beanies freshmen" "the obvious work and cooperaClasses and friends persuaded expected to be completed in
may weU be a familiar sound tion that went Into Freshmen some to attend here. Janice 1967.
to many as the university class Week." Martha Rosa, Louisville, Perry of Bristol, Virginia asConstruction of the Moore
of 1970 invades campus. What commented "I like the organi- serted, "A good recommenda- Science Building is also under
sation.
I
feel
like
I
haven't
even
are the first Impressions
of
way. This building, named in
been away from home.
The tion by one of my friends influ- honor of Dr. W. J. Moore, dean
these maroon heads?
ence me to come here." The
guides
really
make
you
feel
at
Sally Weaver from Union aaid
Art of faculty from 1945 to 1968, win,
home." A physical education ROTC and Commercial
along with Memorial Science
"I like the campus about as major from Hazard, Bob Par- department swayed me to at- HaU,
service the departments of
well as any I've seen."
sons, said, "It's surprising how tend Eastern," reports Gary biology, chemistry and physics.
Continued On Page Six ..
Almost au iresnmen have ex- friendly the upperclassmen are
pressed delight over the over- —real nice."
whelming abundance of help
Friendly Atmosphere
and aid they have received from
Botha CecUe Wright of Gary,
upperclassmen. From Harrodsburg, Bruce BenUy approves of Indiana, and i*nh.*|p Logan of
Bardstown agree that "the people are very friendly and seem
easy to get along with." Pat
Kesler, an elementary education major, confessed that she
was scared when first arriving
—but now felt at ease due to the
friendly atmosphere.
Many others were equally imanother level which is more dif- pressed with Eastom but for
ficult to attain—this is recogni- different reasons. Kitty Katt,
tion on the part of the people in- a Hunting Beach, California arvolved themselves aa parts of rival, was very enthusiastic aa university."
bout the university, especially
la his speech, entitled "A the surrounding countryside. "It
Teacher's College Becomes a is fabulous It has hills and no
University," Dr. Burkhardt, not- sand or palm trees. I am so
ed that the unique changeover is thankful for the opportunity to
somewhat like a musical sym- come here. I can't wait for
phony.
"The fact is that everything
Beautiful Campos
happens at once," he said.
"There are dominant and sec- "The beauty of the campus impreaaad me moat the first time
Continued On Page Six
I aaw Eaatern,"
commented
Michael Flak of Dry Ridge. "X
guess that's what made me decide to come here."
An Ohloan, Marilyn Turner
Boasted of the beautiful, immense campus adding that she
was afraid and lost at first.
Scholarships attracted some
students to Eastern. Doug
Hampton said, "The receiving
Of a football scholarship influenced me to come to Eastern.
The Maroons are a fabulous football team, and I'm proud to be
ft part of it"
Another football player. Keith
Salmon, quirked by coming to
■astern "I knew I could be one
of the beat looking guys on camJANICE PEBBV
pus."
^
1
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Progress Will Feature Woiks
Of Hugh Haynie, Ralph McGill

Beany-Tipping Freshmen
Express Emotions And Opinions

Ball State Administrator
Adresses Eastern Faculty
The foundation for development and growth under university status granted by the 1966
General Assembly was established here Friday.
Dr.
Richard W. Burkhardt,
Vice President and Dean of the
Faculties at Ball SUte University, provided basic guidelines
for the transition
and
the
unique challenges an institution faces in its fust year aa
a university. Ball SUte underwent the College to University
transition a year ago.
Speaking as a symposium On
Becoming A University, Dr.
Burkhardt advised the Eastern
faculty and staff that the outward and visible signs are the
easiest to change.
Administrative Structure
Paralleling the change experienced by Ball SUU last year
with that of Eastern's future
growth. Dr. Burkhardt forecast
that the most significant change
would come in administration
structure...added functions, and
the desire to be like other urnversitlea.
"This level of change obviously takes longer to bring about
than changing the office! seal,"
he said.
"There is,
however,
atfll

•»■*
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Editor

BRENDA RISNER
Managing Editor

business manager
news edit
women's editor
advertising editor
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PAM SMITH
Associate Editor

Sense. Sensibility, Sincerity . . .

Progress Pledge Presented
recognition in this paper-

.

also function with the conviciton that such
words are much more than high-sounding
arrangements of particular letters.
The Eastern Progress, now entering into its 44th year of publication as the official student newspaper on campus. Was
founded with these ideas as its primary
guidelines and has religiously followed
these fundamental doctrines year after year.
As a result, the Progress has evolved into
one of the nations top award-winning college weeklies.
However, this papers high degree of
success and excellence has its roots growing
From The President ■
deep in the publications basic aims, purposes and policies.
Greetings to the Class of 1970.
The Progress, being a public journal, is.
I appreciate that the Progress bos
a public trust; and its staff members, empanted me this opportunity to welcome the
ploying all senses of responsibility, act as
attractive, energetic and enthusiastic class
the trustees for the public being served.
of 1970. This is the seventh time that i
This responsibility is entirely studenthave greeted a class and I believe that it is
centered. The Progress, contrary to unthe most enthusiastic group that I have met
founded rumors which circulate on campus
as they entered Eastern.
among uninformedI persons, « not written
These next four years are very exciting
and published by the administration or the
ones
IBIS class.
cw -*
Qur paper, because it has maturi(r
ones for
for the
the members
members oj
of this
have provided a welUrained faculty and
JJ.
^
^ meet
modern facilities for your benefu as you
£
«
JJ ^i^ts for repursue your higher education. It goes
^^e journalism, is Itirely free of any
Inhout saying l^extremelymjoru^^
^ide ce^.rship or mfluence, otiier than
a college education is in our modern, comthat excersied by the student editors. The
plex world.
Progress is proud and fortunate that it is
You enter Eastern at a most auspicious
able to enjoy complete freedom of the press
time. As Eastern becomes a university in
and that it operates without any extraname as well as in fact, you will be part of
neous pressures. In this respect, the Proan ongoing affair looking always to the degress is envied by other collegiate papers
velopment and improvement of our instiaround the state.
tution. /is
As we otgtn
begin the
year .">
of
tutton.
toe sixty-first
«*#ri"" /"■"
Editorial and news content of the Prothe operation of Eastern as a state institution
wa a ^ delegated responsibility of the
and its first year as a university, 1 am sure
sta^etlt ^ff; and the student editor, in the
that we are all caught up with the challenge
student Publications,
name
name of
ot ^
tne 5^4
uoara 0orf oruacm
ruouuww-i
accepts sole cerdit for the entire content of
and the opportunity presented here.
Serf issue of die paper. Thus the ProSo, I wish for each of you a most pleas«2 iZ independentstudent publication,
Ml experience as you enter college. We
Ld the 1966-67staf f pledges to maintain
want you to have the very best that we can
AktMAtfaT
■
offer in the way of a college education.
We want you to have a pleasant time as you
* SSy Serial that has been accurately
and thoroughly checked, and known to be
pursue your education.
true and complete, will be considered for
Robert R. Martin
publication. GQSS p and rumors merit no
President

RESPONSIBILITY, INTEGRITY, ACCURACY, and bipartisanship are the chief
aims on which every respectable and worthwhile newspaper must necessarily base its
operations. As one of the main vehicles
for campus communication, in order to serve
its patrons and readers effectively, and in
order to fulfill the very purposes of its existence, a college paper must be unconditionally dedicated to these principles. It must

Entailed in the obligations delegated
to the staff is the publishing of a newspaper
that accurately reflect* the life and thought
of the University Community, including
students, faculty, staff, and alumni. Within the limits of its capabilities, the Progress
will endeavor to report fairly, fully, and accurately all phases of news at the University. Our purpose is to objectively inform
our readers on all campus activities.
Editorial expressions of the Progress
will, for the sake of accuracy and integrity,
always be based on careful and thorough
investigations of all pertinent facts and issues and will always be constructed in good
taste. The collegiate edtior has the privilege of either praising or criticizing, as the
situation calls; but he does not have'the
right to do either unjustly or without first
making certain of his facts and judging the
significance of the issue.
The editorials are the opinions of the
we make no pretension
edit
.
reflect sbxdaAt fa.
ot even »"^»
^ m
^
ulty, or adrmnistranve opinion
,
torial policies
Instead of QDttfotming and foUp^g,
the! Progress ^.^€^*"gj3
^SSS^SS^SS^
ideas and issues that affect the over-all University Community, either directly or indirectly. Our desire is to provoke and
stimulate people to think for themselves,
but not to do their thinking for them.
,
It is expressly the duty of the Progress
to report and interpret the events and issues
within the campus community; but reports
and commentaries on state, national, and
international happenings will be presented
when such
affairs affect the students or are
wnc
y *u«-u ,f. \. ^. ^ tu. ,.„„,„,,«
pertinent and of interest to the campus
With the canons of responsibdity^mtegrity, accuracy, and fairness as our guidelines and while striving ***** ■■*
lence and perfection in all the ways a newspaper can -l*«^7Arm^
the staff of the 1966*7f *»W*W ,
itself to the production^o£ a paper^ged
to contribute its utmost to a better Eastern.

Mi*

BOY! THIS SURE ISN.T HIGH SCHOOL
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Progress Letters Policy
One of the highlights of many newspapers' editorial pages is the Letters to the
Editor column. This has been a regular
feature in the Progress in the past, and this
year's editors hope that it will be expanded
as student interest in campus affairs grows
and as students formulate and express their
opinions intelligently and tastefully.
This year, even more than in the past,
the Progress looks forward to receiving
letters from students, faculty, and alumni.
We welcome any and all letters for publication, but we do request that a few rules
be observed so that inconsistency and confusion be avoided.
1. Letters should be limited to approximately 200-250 words and should be
typewritten, double spaced. .When longer
'„: letter*.-art submitted, we^ reserve"the, right
to shorten them, providing the meaning will

not be altered.
2. All letters must be signed before
they will be considered for publication, Njo
names will be withheld from print
3. Letters which may subject the
writer and-or the Progress to charges of
libel will be return to the author for re-writing or withdrawal.
4. Equal space will be extended to
all letters supporting or opposing the same
issue, but the Progress will not open its
pages to prolonged or petty personal arguments.
1
5. No letters of condemnation will
be published when the condemned cannot
reply.
The Progress hopes that this column
will be used as a place for airing opinions
and ideas with die understanding that it
will berespectedandnotabwed.
_

Implications For Chanfce

A Look At Eastern Kentucky University's Future
■

v

How can we develop research and ser- their intellectual bags are packed for life s
what
fairer.
—unless representation is in line with
vice programs that are vital and significant? journey upon receipt of the bachelor's de(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following adImplications for Change
What can be done to preserve the tra- gree. Our campus should not be viewed as
population?
dress, which outlines the long-range plans
But,
up
to
the
founding
of
Johns
Hop—unless all citizens can vote, regarddition of excellence in teaching in which a source of answers to all of life's problems
was delivered to the Universitys faculty on
kins University in the 1870's, the accepted
in the unknown and unknowable future.
less of skin color?
Eastern takes pride ?
for Eastern's future academic development,
role of colleges and universities was not to
—unless
our
voting
record
improves?
The question of priorities among re- Rather it should be considered a staging
July 18, 1966, by Dr. Thomas P. Stovall,
aualize opportunity and to push back the
—unless
we
vote
more
intelligently
search (the discovery of knowledge), teach- ground, a launching pad, for a life of conVice President for Academic Affairs and
ge of ignorance about man and the world
and
elect
men
who
will
act
in
terms
of
the
ing (its transmission), and service (rts»p- tinuing search for better answers to man's
Dean of the Eastern Faculty.)
in
which
he
lives.
The
purpose
was
to
long range good of the whole rather than
plication in the field) is almost a chicken questions.'
transmit
the
cultural
heritage
and
to
train
Just as our students should not think
for the short term advantage of special inand egg kind of issue. However, by releaders for a relatively static society. Johns
In the years that lie immediately ahead,
they
have all the answers, we must never
terests?
cognizing the fact that there are other eleHopkins brought to me fore the idea of re»
you and I and the youth with whom we work
think
we have all the answers in terms of
Revolution of Rising Expectation
ments in society which conduct research and
search with inevitable implications for
will be making decisions which will deterwhat
a
university curriculum should be. The
The American people will continue to
service while schools are the only agency
change—yet the early orientation was the
mine not only the quality of human life but
changing
world in whkh we live, and the
feel pressure from the Revolution of Rising
with the primary purpose of instruction, a
Germanic one toward esoteric, basic reexponental
explosion of man's knowledge
even the very existence of life.
Expectations on the part of our minorities.
good case can be made for placing teaching
search, leaving to other social agencies the
about
it,
demand
a never ending review and
Will nuclear energy be a weapon
Will we make decisions which will bring
to the number one spot. This seems esmatter of application.
updating
of
all
of
our programs. This task
against man's ancient enemies of disease,
to fruition the American Dream of freepecially valid for a medium scope university
The advent of strong state universities
is
almost
as
difficult
and painful as moving
hunger, and back breaking toil? Or will
dom and equal opportunity or decisions
at a time when the major older institutions
in the late 1800's, and especially in the
a
cemetery
and
for
the same reason: beit be a weapon in the virtual annihilation
which will reveal it to be one of the greatare moving more toward research.
Twentieth Century, brought a shift toward
cause
the
dead
have
so
many friends.
of man?
In discussing college teaching in a reest frauds ever perpetrated?
applied research and service, so well exIn Asia, Africa, and Latin America
cent
speech,
Huston
Smith,
Professor
of
These are only a few of the issues conpressed in the "Wisconsin Idea" of Presihundreds of millions of people are caught
Philosophy at MIT, called for education be- (This is the first of a two-part series. The
fronting us and the next generation ,all dedent Van Hise to take the university's exremainder of Dean Stoves address wM
up in the revolutions of relf-determination,
manding knowledge, decisions, and action.
yond the facts.
pertise to the people, whether they asked
appear in next Tuesday's issue of the Pfoindustrialization, and rising expectations.
"Ram it in, jam it in,
When it is suggested that our people
for it or not. Also the state universities deWill we remain true to our heritage of freeStudents' heads are hollow.
are justified in their increasing tendency to
mocratized higher education as did the pubdom, opportunity, and technological adRam it in, jam it in,
cum to the "halls of ivy" for assistance in
lic schools democratize elementary and
vancement and assist these struggling people
There's plenty omore to follow."
the resolution of social issues and in their
secondary
education.
to follow our example, or will we react to
Some students' heads my well be holeffort to utilize to the fullest the natural
Thus, the British concern for teaching,
any proposal for change as Kremlin inlow
and
in need of filling, but is that the
environment—when this idea is expressed
the German emphasis on research, and the
spired and thus cause them to drift into the
extent
of
our responsibility ?
in 1966 higher education circles, it causes,
American idea of public service provided
clutches of the monster we abhor?
Should
we not take our students beyond
no consternation because it has become so
the bases for our contemporary concept of
Our national accomplishments have
the
facts
in
die natural sciences to the conuniversally accepted. It was not always so,
higher education's role in the discovery, the
been tremendous:
cepts and principles which integrate and
however.
transmission,
and
the
application
of
know—We created a nation from the casthold together these disciplines ?
The traditional European and Early
ledge.
off surplus of other nations.
In the social sciences we must go be
American concept of higher education was
Typically a "college" is concerned pri—We established and have maintained
yond
the facts to the crucial social issues
that it should be a purely intellectual and
marily with teaching, the transmission of
government by the people.
which
lie in the background. •Course forabstract business far removed from the
knowledge, almost to the exclusion of re—We have raised the level of the
mats
do
not all need to be problem centered,
workaday world, far removed from the consearch and service. In addition to its
Bntared M Second Ctaaa matter at the
common man to unprecedented heights.
but teachers do.
Post Office In Richmond, Kentucky, 40476.
cerns
of
the
ordinary
man
and
his
plight
in
greater
variety
of
instructional
programs,
a
—We have led the world in the proBeyond the facts in the arts and
Published weekly throughout the echool
a static social situation wherein opportunity
true university is distinguished from a colduction and distribution of goods and seryear
and twice during the summer term, exhumanities
are
matters
of
the
social
and
for individual development and freedom
lege in that it assumes greater responsibility
cept for examination periods and holidays, by
vices.
philosophical
significance
of
works
of
art,
was sharply defined and limited by tradifor research and service.authority of the Board of Student PubBut, what does the future hold? Will
musk, and literature and our responsibility the
Questions Vital to E.K.U.'s Success
tion
and
class.
lications at Eastern Kentucky University.
we maintain high employment and conto awaken the aesthetic potential whkh
If teaching, research, and service are
However, the Eighteenth Century EnBeember:
sumption in spite of increasing population
lies dormant in so many of our students.
accepted
as
legitimate
functions
of
a
unilightenment,
colonization
of
the
New
Associated
Collegiate Preee
and a decreasing resource base? One fifth
The Campus is a Launching Pad
versity, Eastern Kentucky University now
World,
and
the
Industrial
Revolution
comof our people are still ill-fed, ill-housed, illTeaching must be seen as something
faces questions which are vital to its success
bined to jar loose the bonds of tradition and
clothed, and ill; and we are in an area which
much
more than transmitting a body of NatteaalNi
in living up to its new name.
to raise the ceiling of human expectations.
has far more than its share of this one
knowledge. We must strive to provide ex- Keateeky tat •Jtoftata
What order of priority should be set?
In the United States, education at the elefifth. We have^ the knowledge, or the
periences which are conducive to the de- Represented for aatleaal advertWag by
How will funds be alloted?
mentary and secondary level was seen not
Nattsaal Mawattesnl Advertlslag Service, Inc.
means to acquire it, to provide adequately
velopment of the intellectual, emotional,
On what basis will facilities be proonly as the means of making possible pop
Progress
advertising Is intended to help the
for our almost 200 million people. We
and physical potential of our Undents.
vided?
ular government but also as the prime vecan do it. but will we?
reader buy. Any false or misleading advertisDuring
his
youth
a
man
does
not
eat
to
What type of faculty will be recruited ?
hicle for social mobility, for developing the
In the political realm, can our destore away food for a lifetime; neither ing should be reported to the Progress Offloe.
By what criteria will faculty be propotiential of the individual so that social
mocracy meet the demands on it without
should we lead our students to believe that
moted and given salary raises?
and economic competition might be some
: democratic?
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Progress Features
Inspiration Column
Beginning next week th
Eastern Progress will sponso
a regular weekly column of a
Inspirational nature suppliei
by the the Richmond Ministeria
Association.
Contributors to this column
will be the local ministers.
"Inspiration"
will explore
topics o( a religious nature,

Puzzled America
By RALPH McGILL
'TWAS ONE OF THOSE NIGHTS
when sleep wouldn't come. One
riwled bookshelves. On a bottom shelf,
i blue jacket, t book showed Sherwood
Anderson's name. The title was "Puzzled
America."
I took it from the shelf, blowing dust
from it. It had been published in 1935.
The material was chiefly from the most
truel years—those of 193M932-1933. The
American depression was the worst period
.In American history. It was more ruthless.
,Jt affected more persons. At one time
^iere had been more than 10 million unemployed.
Not many persons read Sherwood
Anderson now. He was a business agency
man who one day left his office and never
Went back. He wanted to write. He was
one of the lucky ones. He could. It was
not easy. But Anderson had the touch and
the tenacity. A writer once said that one
wrote with the seat of one's pants. There
it truth in that. It was how Anderson
Wrote.
A Anderson died on a ship — on his way
to take that ship he was in Atlanta. I
showed him the new public housing—the
first in the nation. After going about the
cfcy we sat in the cafe of his hotel. It was
Jbt long after the city had voted the sale
of beer. He wanted Fid's beer. There
was some memory he had of it. The next
dsy he left. Death was waiting for him.
Anderson was a hero to many young
«en and women trying to write in the
1920s and 1930s. He wrote five novels,
books of short stories, and essays. He is
best remembered for a book of short stories,
•*Winesburg, Ohio."
Beauty and Psychology of Machines
He was the first writer to write of the
beauty of machines and the psychology of
them. The women in the cotton mills, he
Aought, developed a usually unspoken contempt for the men in the mills—or their
unemployed
husbands at home. The
machines were masculine and productive,
beautiful in action.
' In the early 1930s he went into the
Sessee and North GaroHna mountains
to the sntirtl farms to which the ded and jobless men and women had retttened from the shut-down valley mills.
"What will we do ?" Anderson asked. "Will
we one day move them all out of these hills
when the mills come back again? Is that
the only answer?"
He went to the coal fields. He saw a
strike raging, the mountain men shooting
at mine guards.
He watched the Communists come into the mine towns. The miners didn't
kaow Communist philosophy, but they acctpted the men who came because they
wtre against "the company."
None dreamed then of the machines
that were to come. John L. Lewis was to
build a powerful union of more than a half
million men. He made it powerful and'
strong. It built hospitals, had pensions and
benefits.
Now Appalachian cod field areas are
a poverty program project
Men told Anderson in 1933-34: "I've
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failed in this American scheme." "It's my
fault, I guess, what went wrong."
The South, he wrote in those desperate
days, "is essentially a soil story. Yet in the
upper South the cotton mills had come.
Children worked in those that ran—10 and
12 hours a day."
Negro Was. Separation
He saw the Negro separated, out of
communication, not knowing but unaware
that no one else knew what had happened.
The business men, the corn farmers,
the mill people, the tobacco farmers, the
people in the hurt little towns—they were
all said and puzzled. What had happened
to America in 1933 ?
They did not know about Europe, the
rise of nationalisms and dictators.
Anderson closes the book with comment from a tided woman from Europe:
"You still have something here that
Europe has lost," she said. "You do not
have desperate, creeping fear. You have
not given up hope. Hold to that. Hold
tothat."
It was odd, reading that old book, so
set in another time—a time Americans don't
know about unless they are 40 years old, or
more.
The old plea, hold to fdth in self and
country, still holds.

-ometimes entering Into the
jntroverslal, sometimes delng Into the mysteries of
hrlstlan faith, while at other
imes dealing with current
noral problems.
It is the hope of the Progress
editors that this column will
prove to be of value to the Eastern community.

ITS THE SHOE OF CHAMPIONS
AND THE
CHAMPION OF SHOES

KEDS
f

"CHAMPION*

for men V* to V5
lor boys 3* to P5

FBRgC UK M>@2> <§
(tenrUr-Sanru
s^sTS;

"But-Most of AU-I Want to Be First
in the Polk of My Countrymen"

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

Keds
'7G<S*«-tfOb~?**4
You wear the "Chsmplon" everywhere - week In, week\0
out, weekends! And you always get "that greet Keds
feeling"-thanks to Keds' exclusive comfort features.
Rugged, too - lasts through countless machine-washing*.
Why not pick it up today? We have it in your sin!

(Distributed IMS by The Ban Syndicate, Inc.)
(AD Rights Reserved)

Progress Progresses
The Progress is growing.
Coming into existence with the first
issue of the 1966-67 Progress is this special editorial page, or as the news people
call it an "op ed" page, meaning a feature
page opposite the paper's regular editorials.
The editors have been fortunate in securing contributors for this page that promise to provide stimulating and controversial reading for the college mind in the process of coming of age.
Each week, this location in the Progress will feature work from the talented
hands of Hugh Haynie, world-renowned
cartoonist for the Louisville Gourier-Journd
aW'caiafK'cbromeiif* fifctt ibtfph McGffl;
a columnist With a 'searing insight into
national affairs.
The organization of local churches with
their campus ministers will rotate from
week to week in providing inspirational and
meditative comments for their respective
faiths.
A fine arts column with contributions
from the corresponding departments of the
University will begin appearing here next
week.
The Student Council will also use this
page as a means of communicating with the
Student Body.
Appearing from time to time will be
other features, such as book, play, and
movie reviews and critiques; news commentaries and analyses; origind student poems;
and other similar material.
We fed that this page will undoubtedly add great prestige and dignity to our
paper, and we trust that our readers will
turn to this section each week with avid
interest.
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Council Reports
Future
Activities
By BOB HUGHE8

Treasurer, Student OmmWl
The Student Council of Eastern Kentucky University welcome! the new FTeshman Class
of Eastern, and this year It is
our wish to work closely with
the Freshman Class. In order
for any student body organisation to function at Its best In
serving the students, there has
to be a strong correlation between the student and the organisation. We remind the
Freshman class of their obligation to* IT s>ss» ' a—1 Itself.
The Student Council office Is
located directly off the lobby
of the Keen Johnson Student
Union Building In room 901. Any
student Is welcome to come by
the office when someone Is present to talk over some Idea or
gripe with one of the officers.
The office is open usually about
three hours each day between
twelve and three In the afternoon.
In addition, the Student Council meets each Tuesday at B
p.m. In the Orise Room. The
first meeting of this semester
Is scheduled for this coming
Tuesday, September 90, and all
students are encouraged to attend these meetings.
Next month elections will be
held for positions in the Student
Council as well as for class officers. The Student Council urges all Eastern students, and
especially the Freshmen, to take
an active part in the upcoming
elections. Only with strong student support can the Student
Council continue to work for students as it has In the past, and
with the continued growth of
Eastern assured, It Is necessary
for the Student Council to expand along with the school.

To All
EASTERN Students
A sincere welcome to Richmond from Modern Dry Cleaners & Laundry. For all of your cleaning, laundry and alterations while in Richmond, take the Eastern By-Pass to our Big Hill
location and avoid the downtown traffic and the bother of
finding a place to park. We think you will find our cleaning, laundry and alterations departments to be second to none. Visit us
often for satisfied service.
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LOUISE Shop
.. •

Wi!€®Mg TO HASTT

Great clothes

Student charge
accounts

Ail Eastern
college board

free pah hose
to freshman girls

Shirts are our Specially.

MODERN Dry Cleaners & Laundry
220 EAST IRVINE STREET ■ NEXT TO KROGER PARKING LOT
130 BIG HILL AVE. • ACROSS FROM THE COLONEL DRIVE IN

OPEN DAILY
TO 5:30

Eastern Progress

COLONEL CUPS ^yOUU
AUSTIN PEAY-EASTERN GAME TOSS-UP
Tomorrow night wUl decide the early lead of the OVC and
rbably the conference champ. Austin Peay. which finished
second place last year with a 6-1 mark, waa beaten by the
Maroons last year but gained a victory through the use of an
Ineligible player on the part of Eastern.
Eastern scored 28 points In the last quarter td defeat Austin
Peay S5-S0 last year and If the victory would have counted the
Maroons would have finished 5-1-1 instead of 4-2-1. If the
Maroons are at full strength, which is doubtful, they stand a
good chance of repeating last year's performance.
Austin Peay returns this year with 15 lettermen including
All-OVC John Ogles. Ogles a 5'-10," 190 pound senior fullback
carried the ball 212 times last year for 1,017 yards. Ronnie
Parsons and Andy Toombs, two other all-OVC picks of last year,
will be back at their starting positions. Parsons topped the
OVC in scoring last season with 71 points, while Toombs intercepted six passes from his defensive secondary spot. Senior
Calvin Walter and Junior Tom Woodring will start at tackles;
while senior All-OVCer Tom Dobbs and Junior Philip Farinella
will hold down the guard spots. Junior Jerry Taylor will start
at center.
Senior Terry Blgham will be the only returning letterman
at halfback, and he ran only six plays from scrimmage in '65.
The Governors will be young and experienced at the halfback
position and will have to relay on two freshmen and one Junior
transfer student.
All things considered the Austin Peay-Eastern game shapes
up as a real good battle and if defense decides the game then
give the veteran Maroon Headhunter squad the nod.
O.V.C. PREDICTIONS
This year the Ohio Valley Conference title will be a toss-up
between Eastern, Austin Peay, and Middle Tennessee. Last year's
title holder, Middle Tennessee, will have all they can do to regain
the highly esteemed position of Number One.
This year's Maroon squad should improve on their third
place finish of last year and seems to have a great possibility of
copping the conference crown. The Maroons coached by Roy
Kidd, will be the first team under his reign to be without a starting freshman. One of the main reasons why the Maroons have
never really finished on top Is Inexperience. The Maroons will
Have one of the quickest over-all teams In the conference, if not
the fastest. This speed along with the experience of 25 returning lettermen should give them the edge on winning the conference struggle on the gridiron.
Austin Peay and Middle Tennessee will give the Maroons
the most competition for the conference title. Middle Tennessee
should hold down second place while the Austin Peay Governors
will take over third. East Tennessee which finish 1-6 in the
conference will surprise everyone and take the fourth spot.
Murray and Tennessee Tech will battle it out for the next two
■pots but Tech should be given the nod. Western hoping to
finish In the top division this year after a disappointing season
last year was hurt with the loss of their top running back, Dickie
Moore, who suffered a shoulder Injury. Western should hold
down the seventh position ahead of graduation ridden Morehead.

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY. TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY

'/4 Fried Chicken

Vi Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

with French Fries
-shw

Maroons Impressive In Summer
Practice;Kidd Well Pleased
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Plotts. Third row, John Connor, Don Selfert, Dick Dunkle,
Jim Gulce, Ted Holcomb, Buddy Pfaadt, Herman Carter, Mike
Riggs, Joe Maher, Rich Dryden, John TaxeL Lynn Ray, Ron
Reed, and Don Evans. Top row, Fred Trolke, Ralph Marts,
Bob Tarvln, BUI Brewer, Roger Prall, Jim Dernier, Charlie
Metsger, Tom Shetler, Onde Stivers, Ed Kuehne, Chuck Siemon, Miller Arrttt, and Phil Knauer.

THE MAROONS will be out to improve their 4-4-1 record
this year with a veteran squad. First row, Mike Lawson,
Steve Utley, Jim Moberly, Mike Smith, Harry Lena, Butch
Green, Bob Beck, Ralph Murphy, Ted Green, Tim Speaks,
Ron House. Second row, Aarron Marsh, Rich Slvulich, Don
Wigginton, Foster Harris, Don Moore, Joe Slatter, Ron De
Vingo, George Wolskl, Tom Imparto, Lowell Flannery, Bob

Eastern Faces Austin P eay
In Crucial O.V.C. Opener
Springfield, Ohio, has been
moved from a running back to
split end where his speed and
deceptive move* make him a
dangerous pass receiver. Roger
Prall, Danville Junior, moved
from defense to tight end, and
John Taael, sophomore from
Aliquippa, Pa., at wingback, are
Guice'a other targets.
No Frosh To Start
Defensively, the Colonels will
line up with Pfaadt, Smith and
Lynn Ray, a sophomore cornerback from Vine Grove, and
Harry Lens, a Pittsburgh Junior
safety, In the secondary.
The line will have Sieman at
one end, and Park Hills sophomore Tom Shetler at the other.
Derenslve tackles will be a pair
of sophomores, Jim Dernier,
Bellevue, and Miller Arrltt,
Partlow, Va. The middle guard
will be senior veteran Ron DeVinga, Worance, N. J. Jim
Moberly, Richmond, and Rick
Dryden, Ft. Thomas, a pair of
hard-hitting sophs, will be the

Showdowns come early in the Ohio Valley Conference football wars this season for Eastern's Colonels and tomorrow night's
opener Is one of the most critical.
Roy Kidd sends his charges against the Austin Peay Governors, picked as a title contender, in Clarksvllle, Tenn.
After the Govs. Eastern meets year when the Maroons were
non-league foe Marshall, OVC fourth in rushing and second
member Murray, a unknown in pass defense.
quantity, and mighty Middle
Offensively Eastern should be
Tennessee, pre-season favorite the most explosive team In OVC
to cop a third straight title. football. Quarterback Jim
This schedule pits Eastern's Guice, pre-season pick aa the
Maroon Colonels against three loop's best, is an outstanding
league foes, including the two passer. The Miami, Fla,, sophotoughest, and Marshall in their more threw six touchdown
strikes as a frosh.
first four games.
Possibly the fiercest fight for
This season Eastern has been
picked to finish anywhere from a starting post is coming at
third to sixth place In the eight- tailback. Virginia Tech transteam league, but Kidd feels he fer Butch Green, Hazard, was
has a bona fide contender for here this spring and currently
holds a slight edge over 9.4
the title.
The defense, led by All-OVC Herman Carter, Cincinnati, who
end Chuck Siemon. Junior from terrlorlzed OVC defenses in '65.
Springfield, Ohio, and co-cap- But, Carter missed spring drills
tains Mike Smith, Glasgow, due to' being on active duty In
corner back, and All-OVC safety the Navy Reserve. Both arc
Buddy Pfaadt, Louisville, fig- sophomores.
Aaron Marsh, Junior from
ures to be improved over last
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ANY OCCASION — ANY TIME

3
BARREL 4-50
4

77c

77c

77c

77c

77c

$1.00

$1.00

77c

HAM
DINNER

FRIED
CHICKEN

ROAST
BEEF

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

FISH
HAMBURGER
Chuck Wagon
MEAT
DINNER
STEAK
STEAK
LOAF
Two Vegetables, Freshly Baked Bread and Butter with each Meal!
Save 10% on AN Meals by Using our Moot rickets.

Who said...
"First Things First?

BUCKET O50

FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE .

r)\jfJO&
Richmond, Ky.

Jmmm^

Now—while you are in college—you qualify for the
BENEFACTOR; the life insurance policy created for college
students.

I

You pay less because you are a preferred risk. The
BENEFACTOR is completely adaptable to your individual
needs, all through your life.
It was created by College Life ... the original and only life
insurance company serving college men only.

1 t

DOES NOT MEAN y^Si
That la psrttcutsrty the case when we refer to Varsity
Town's DUOS, to actuality, double means two separate
diattnctfcm components that serve individual needs. A
sport coat and a pah-of slacks color coordinated to such
pertscMcsi that the set became inseparable. Lest we
'orget... NO one can duplicate DUOS by Varsity Town
...at any price.
_ _

CORNEUSON'S
FASHIONS FOR MEN

m

*rr
Madison Theatre

You should take time now to listen to your College Life
representative. // could he the most important conversation
you'll ever have.

See William A. Manz
Your College Life Representative
.113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

W

-ARROW**

the shirt that went
'round the world...
without ironing
and without a
wrinkle!

vm
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How far can you go to prove a point? Hound the world?
1
ARROW did just that!
Washed in New York 6 times before leaving... 'round
the world in 7 days.".. washed and tumble dried on the
beach at Beirut, in laundromats in Tokyo, London...
arrived home wrinkle-free.
Never once was this shirt ironed after washing... never
once did it lose its neat, clean appearance.
The luxurious blend of 65% Dacron* polyester and
35% cotton is "Sanforized Plus" labelled to insure
,
perfect fit wash after wash.
We have these ARROW Decton Perma-Iron shirts in your
favorite collar styles,... white or fashionable stripes.
•DUTOMKTM.
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The College Life Insurance Company of America
Home office: College Square at Ccmr.il Court South
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DRIVE-IN
COLONEL RESTAURANT
Dial 623-4158

>c

DECT0N
Fumar

We don't know but we agree with the idea. And one of the
first things you should do while you're young is check into
your life insurance.

I

There's something new
in the air...

VARSITY GRILL

FEEDS 5 TO
7 PEOPLE ...

t\

Brewer, Bob Tarvln, center Dick
Dunkle, also a sophomore, and
Roger Prall, Junior end, are also returning starters, although
Prall played defense In '66.
Back in the defensive secondary are senior co-captains Buddy Praadt, an All-OVC safety
from Louisville, and Mike Smith
cornerback from Glasgow. They
are Joined by fellow returning
regular Harry Lenz, a Junior
safety.
•
Defensive line starters back
are led by Junior All-OVC end
Chuck Siemon, tackle Miller
Arritt, linebackers Rich Sivuich
senior and Jimmy Moberly, sophomore, and middle guard Ron
DeVlngo, a senior.
The Maroons nave held three
full-scale scrimmages thus far
in preparation for their opener
with conference favorite Austin
Peay. Kidd has particularly
been pleased with the functioning of his passing attack led'by
quarterback Jim Guice. Secondary men Buddy Pfaadt and
Don Moore have been impressive on defense. The play of
freshman fullbacks Stanleo Patton and Don Selfert has been
the surprise of opening drills
thus far.
The grid season gets underway tomorrow night when the
young Maroons tackle Austin
Peay in Clarksvllle, Tennessee.
The first home tilt in the friendly confines of Hanger Stadium
will be Friday September 80,
when the Maroons meet Murray
State in a night encounter."
The very best of luck to coach
Roy Kidd and the Eastern Maroons.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS JUST OFF CAMPUS ON SECOND STREET

"It's Finger Liekin' Good!"

Big Hill Avenue

linebackers.
Eastern's offensive backfield
win have Guice, Green, Taxel,
and fullback Bob Beck, a Cincinnati sophomore.
Marsh and Prall will be the
offensive ends with outstanding
sophomores Bob Tarvln, Willlamsburg, Ohio, and BUI
Brewer, Xenia, Ohio, manning
tackle. The guards will both
be untested, but impressive, Don
Wigginton, a rod-shirtsd freshman from Louisville, and Fred
Trolke, a sophomore transfer
from Alabama, whose home is
Miami. The center will be Dick
Dunkle, sophomore from Lancaster, Ohio.

Eastern football coach Roy
Kidd announced that he waa
Well pleased with the performance his gridders had put
Sorth In their two weeks of prei football drills In preparation for a rugged 10
game
schedule.
The youthful Eastern mentor
exceptionally pleased with
the spirit of his squad and with
the fine condition the Maroons
reported to practice. The origlaal squad of 103 has been trimmed to 75 as many of the hopefuls found the rigors of collegiate
football too tough In which to
compete.
Kidd welcomed 3D returning
lettermen among the group reporting for practice.
Notable Returnees
Notable among the returnees
is sophomore halfback Herman
Carter. A 9.4 sprinter. Carter
was called Into the Naval Reserve after the first semester
last year, but is now discharged
and eligible for competition.
Carter, who gained 26 yards
and scored 86 points aa a freshman, is "going to be the greatest running back in the Ohio
Valley Conference, and an AllAmerica before he graduates,"
says Kidd.
Other top returnees offensively are sophomore quarterback
Jim Guice, who threw for 6M
yards and six touchdowns aa a
freshman; split
end
Aaron
Marsh, the top returning pass
receiver; and wingback, Ted
Holcomb.
Offensive linemen returning
include sophomore tackles Bill

ONE OF THESE SPECIAL MEALS EVERY DAY:
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FOR WOMEN
# Lady Gant
# Custom Blouse
# Pringle Sweaters
M- DAvid Ferguson :*V * ■
# Ladybug
# Villager
# Seaton Hall
# Bernhard Altmann
# Lady Bostonian
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Shoe Wardrobes
Cues From
Other Fashions

I

1

There's one thins that should
be Mid In favor of the shorter
hemline. It has remlly caused
■ revolution In the shoe wardrobe. With so much attention
focused on the leg, shoes are
now enjoying their rightful spot
in the scheme of fashion.
The short skirt,
patterned
stockings and general silhouette
of today's costumes can't be
successfully accompanied
by
old splke-hceled type footwear.
As the heel has got lower. It's
become thicker without the look
of the so-called "walking shoe."
Toes gradually moved
from
very pointed, to the gently
rounded and have now progressed to the square shaping.
Materials have become much
more varied' In their combinations and in the types of shoes
for which they are used.
All of these changes have combined to make the shoe one of
the most
important fashion
items today. It's no longer just
a necessity
which is carried
over from year to year. Now
it Is purchased to be a part of
the total look the wearer wants
to present.
This type of shoe provides an
exclusive wsy of
combining
both a variety of colors and different types of material
and
leather. Llzagator and leather
is one of the popular combinations.
Femininity Is easUy added to
these styles by having bows or
large silver and gold buckles.
The bows are often made of grogram material. The buckles are
often of a cut out rectangle design or a rectangle with designs
and a cut out diamond shape in
the center.
One particular benefit that Is
given by this type of shoe is that
it provides the wearer with a
higher nicely shaped arch. Flat
heeled shoes, when worn too
much, often can break down a
young girl's arches. It would be
much better If girls would wear
this type of shoe more often,
instead of the flats and loafers.
Another popular style la a
burnt gold suede vamp with
black leather trim. The burnt
gold tongue comes higher up In
the Instep and Is trimmed with
a black leather button.
These types of shoes will be
all the rage for quite awhile,
so all the young girls who want
to hit the scene with the "In"
group will be wearing them.
This trend is also popular In the
different regions of the United
States.

KrUg'fl yinrtrt

Ball State
Continued From Page One
ondary themes and some discordany notes; and while there
Is often melody, there Is not
always harmony."
,
Dr. Burkhardt warned that the
tempo involved in a change
from teachers college to university "Is exaaperatingly slow at
first.
Long Range Plan
"The tempo can be measured
and controlled to some degree
by long range planning, which
is evident in your university's
history."
Two other guest speakers,
versed in the roles and problems of state universities, also
were Invited to provide for the
future.
Allan W. Ostar, executive director of the Association of State
Colleges and Universities, centered his speech on "8tate Colleges and Universities—the Future."
Dr. Harvey H. Davis, provost
emeritus at the University of
Iowa, is scheduled to conclude
the symposium with an outline
of the role of the state university Saturday.
University status became effective here July 1. It attains
the title in fact as well as in
name Sept. 19 when approximately 8,000 students begin the
tall semester.

Eastern Progress

Continued From Page One
three major rating services
In addition to the A-plus, the
1969 book received the Medalist
rating from
the
Columbia
"Theme-setting and CopyV by
these Is Kennedy Contemplating the Bust of McCormack.
New York's Metropolitan Museum, which has the Rembrant,
now has the Haynie original.
Imbedded Into each Haynie
cartoon Is his wife's name Lois.
"Lois-hunters" search every
cartoon to seek out hair, beards,
crooks of elbows and little fingers which may hold the word.
It began as a private-Joke be-

Continued From Page One
Mrs. Linda Gassaway, Kentucklan Adviser from the University of Kentucky.
"Layout" and "Role of the
Printer" were -topics covered
by Mr. Brooks.
Photography
coverage was the
theme of
"Photo Tips from the Old Pro"
by John Mullaney of Osborne
Photo Labs. Mike Coers, University Photographer, concluded the yearbook portion of the
workshop with a discussion on
"Milestone Photos."
Vic Portmann, retired Secretary-Manager of the KPA, began the Progress afternoon session with "Law of the Press."
followed by "Layout and Makeup" by Doug Whitlock, assistant
to the Dean of Public Affairs.
A tour of the Richmond Daily
Register Plant by Progress
workshop participants ended
the newspaper conference.

Sweaters
100% Shetland Wool

8.99

Cardigans In
Ml the beautiful Fall
colors.

1M% Virgin Acrylic
HAND LOOM

'3.99

5.99

4.

a

Nice N

LADIES

SKIRTS

By Clairol

Styles to suit every
taste. Woolens, Corduroys and new Hip
Hugger*.

Just Shampoo In.
Reg. $2.00 Value.
GET ACQUAINTED
PRICE:

6:30-7:00 p.m.

EYEBROW AND EYE
LINER PENCIL
FLUID EYE LINER
ALL REG. $1.00

—ODTE?

LADIES'
Just Wonderful

PUR TRIM

"Life is not a festival or a feast;
Christian

Reg. or Hard-Tc-Hold.
A Welcome back Special
from OAL.
Reg. 99c Value.

New, smart, fashloarlght coats. Beautiful
In style, fabric and color. All at one low price.
Values to »2».95.

faith for the facing of the realities
of life.

Reg. 45c value.

Limit 8 Please!

Home of 7 for S-JOO SOCKS
MEN AND WOMENS APPAREL

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.

Col Ui For Prompt

See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting

Swingline
e

Fu^ZL M£NB
[l]DotfceykaTe
.4t.ofJB»y
k England?
(Amman below)

FIVE C0MPE1EN1 BARBERS 10
serve you at all times,
and Cleo to shine your shoes

Thank You For Your Patronage

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
TO EASTERN STUDENTS

ON LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANING
MADISON LAUNDRY
& DRY CLEANERS
THRB as. WATER «.

SPECIAL
SHOE
BUYS!

To

$

A Go-Go Boots
Popular Boot with zipper in
back.
Sizes to fit all.

Ladies" PENNY LOAFERS
A very stylish loafer at an unbelievable price- Tou pay 3.W* up
elsewhere. In Black or O] QQ
Brown. 5 - 16\ Our price -#■«»»

MEN'S AND BOYS'

WOOL
SWEATERS
Popular V-Neck Styled Sweaters
in all new Fall Colors to
Choose from.
Sizes small, med. and large.

1 Low Price on
al Sweaters!

YOUR
CHOICE

BEACON BLANKETS
Double woven Rayon-Cotton

Swingline

or new Thermal Blankets.

Tot Stapler

for double or twin size beds.

All large 73 x 90, practical

99

99

Mis

MEN'S l00°/d Z'.ZETLAND

Quality made in U.S.A.
In black oi

This it the

1.99
4.99

a

MISSES' AND LADIES'

High Top or Low Cut
Style.
[2] Take two
TOT Stapler.
frost three
TOT Staffers,
and
white,
ywkave?

?49.fpd Up

1

Gym Shoes

No Scratching

Iful prints.

Permanent Stitched Crease,
Satin Look
,
Stretch Denim in Choice of Colors
Stretch Slacks with detachable
"Snap-Out" Stirrups
Scrub Denim Slacks
100% Cotton Corduroy
Westei

Reg. or Slenderllne.

WELCOMES
IKV Students and faculty

edges. In all wnlte or color-

LADIES SLACKS OF ALL TYPES

KOTEX

Acroes From Kroger

[Beautiful fashioned blouses with

2 for M.00

♦15.00

Ken-Car Sox Store

DRESS
BLOUSES

Hair Spray

COATS

it is a predicament." (Santayana)
maturing

Low Price!

ULTRA LASH MASCARA

•2.99

each Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

.Develop a

Our Everyday

MAGIC MASCARA

Sleeveless. Comes In
popular stretch Helanca(R). Three different
collar styles. Comes In
dark and light new fall
colors. Our moat popular blouse.

VESPERS

99W

Maybelline Eye Make-Up

STRETCH SHELLS

cordially invites YOU to attend

Tremendous selecX
tionefsolkk,
JjiK^^ stripes, and
TsJgX
pOr*»l°r
prints.
All
different
•tyU»

1.51

199

to

325 University Drive

Easy

Hair Color

LADIES' 100% NYLON

The Baptist Sudent Union

SPORT BLOUSES

FOR PALL

«*<

I

LADIES'
ShefhMKl Wool

§• QQ
*»77

HAND DECORATED
1M% VIRGIN WOOL

Mohair, made In Italy.
Beautiful colors to
choose from.
Generally sold at a
much higher price.

$

Phone 623-5770

312 WEST tVK

"Don't Say It
with Flowers, Say
It with KeljrB
Flowers.'1

■*-

Sweaters
Hand knitted 100%

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON

Green's Barber Shop

Across From Bus Station

HAND LOOM
FIIRBLEND

Alf type beauty service.

■■'

The only store In
REBECCA RUTH CANDY

Ladles' Italian Mohair

Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.

Continued From Page One
Jennings of Louisville.
Happlnem In Abundance
Attraction and acceptance to
Eastern has made many happy
and satisfied. Even Bob Monagham of Cherry Hill, New Jersey seemed content
with his
findings. "I feel like a real
Yankee." he admitted. "I was
listening for a Northern accent
and couldn't find one, but I'm
happy Just the same." .. And,
certainly this is true with most
of the freshmen at Eastern
Kentucky University.

623-4998

LADIES' FALL SWEATER SaECTION!

1966-67 SCHOOL YEAR

Continued From Page One
Scholastic Press Association and
the All-American from the Associated Collegiate Press.
Donald Feltner, Dean of Public Affairs at Eastern and director of student publications,
said that the Columbia and ACP
ratings on .the 1966 Milestone
are expected by mid-October.
The Milestone and "The Eastern Progress," student newspaper, have received more than
SO national honors since 1961.

I

tween Haynie and his wife, but
upon being discovered by a staff
member and exposed in a Sunday feature, "Lois-hunters" now
number In the thousands.
Haynie graduated from William and Mary In 1900 with a
B. A. In Fine Arts and worked
on the Richmond
limes-Dispatch, the Atlanta Journal, and
the Greensboro Dally News before accepting a position on the
Courier-Journal in 1968. He
served In the U. S. Coast Guard
In 1944-46 and 1981-62. He is married to the former Miss Lola
Cooper of Norfolk, Virginia in
1963. Tr-

Best Wishes for a Successful

Milestone Rates Top

No Itching

• -»:**.
Thmrs. *
Friday.
IA.ll• P.M.
Saturday.
t A.M. ■ P.M.

OUR PRICK:

Beanie Tippers

Free Delivery:

U
Wei,

MOB.

Haynie And McGill
Featured In Progress

Publications Staff

■

225 W. Main St.
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BATH
TOWELS
Large 33 x 44".
Assorted decorator color* In solids, prints
or stripes.
REG. S1.00

'5.99
WOVEN BEDSPREAD
♦2.99

•

100% Cotton, Decorator
colors. No ironing aver . . .
Swiftly wash and dry. Full
and twin size.

Also Headquarters for School Supplies!
(lodadtes tOOOmalirt

M. WSSOT tkM ■ pMk of jna-kM SMB.
th. punch of m bi( dMll XaMta araUabU
■vtlJ«.Ma. Unconditionally gwaraataad.
Mad. ia U.S.A. Oat it at a.
nriaty, book atoral

Room
Size

RUGS

Loot Island City. N.Y. 11101

8H x UK Rug
with foam back.
Beautiful solid
colon.

*MM a» w,Xa<u, lame) J. •»» S«i*»1
ail 'Jatdnt XOX •« *5*3_"5*^»3
tmnt *t» t\ ajaw ji nnaaaq 'aapf paa.

16.88

mc.

rOU CAN CHARGE IT!

V

II

SHOP THE MODERN
WAY WITH A
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE CARD.
Remember yea can boy
at OAL with either
FIRST NATIONAL
CHARGE or MASTER
OHAOGE: Get Torn

-f-

423-3500
=is.:. i.-—**£jfe »*S^W£:.. ^if. .-4!' *3jj -ifefi i?ai > i,s.tt£i Bnn BnRnl iosiAh ?&iytiii&

i tet ^itmitM^a^awtlmSiea&m&yiea.aimL snmsl
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SECTION B

Focusing On Freshmen

Can You Get There From Here?
Ptoriu Photos By Hlu

f

CMIS

«d Rob Kmler

i I'Tlam $ VTi" i
"You want the dorm reservation slip, which one Is It?
why don't you Just take the whole mess?"

By SAXDRA MIRPHY
lts a big step in anyone's life
when that tiansitlon from high
school student to college freshman becomes a reality. It's a
time filled with emotions of fear
anxiety, and worry.
The drive from home whether
It's 10 or 1.000 miles seema endless. Bumper to bumper traffic
insures the student that this is
the way to Eastern. ROTC men
and the guides direct the innocent to their destinations.
Whir eyed Kronh
Once on campus the wideeyed new fiosh visualizes the
campus in an even larger perspective than it is. Distances
between buildings, especially the
Coliseum and the Ad Building
seem miles apart.
Signs point the way to the
dorms; those "big hotels" that
will be home for the semester.
Checking into the dorm Is a big

Oh,

thrill whether the dorm Is the
Classification tests and meetoldest on campus. Sullivan, or ings with advisor,
faculty,
one of the best equiped, Martin. and administration make MonEndless trips up many flights day a busy day. Tuesday brings
n# .-t..p; (ilupwu-Ao nnra **»d VtH more discussion over schedules,
,.11 <\\jl ■!..• -_i.l:. • .- •••.•II ..:- • •»•>
classes, and rules. The night is
boy* "don'* have somcthinc to strictly social. Free movies and
wear."
dances provide the
freshman
Tired anc" weary the fond fare- with the needed opportunity to
wells are said to mom and dad relax and meet new friends.
and that special someone. Tears
Endless lines, cards, schedules
that fall arc ones of sadness, and rain greet the freshman on
and excltment over the future. registration day. Hours of batMeeting Roommates I Friends tle for courses, teachers, and
The new college freshman is hours results in triump—a comnot alone, for long. Soon he or pleted schedule.
she is greeted by roommates.
Activities On Campus
The roommates scarely have
Thursday afternoon an all
time for introduction before campus pep rally brings alive
they are Joined by other mem- the spirit of Eastern with loud
bers on their dorm floor.
shoots of give me an E'. It
Guides provide the'ni booklets isn't long before
the
large
for the week's events. Practi- freshmen class is out shouting
cally every minute of this first the upperclassmen.
week is planned for the claaa of
As the end of the hectic fresh1970.
ie week draws near, Brock Auditorium is the scene for many
interesting events. The highlight
of all these events is the Fresh-'
man Talent Show on Thursday
Here fellow freshmen perform
lor each other.
Friday and Saturday troupa
from the Olck Clark Show entertain with rock and roll music.
Saturday morning and afternoon Is spent at the Rat Races
and Powder Puff Football game.
There everyone participates In
athletics to show off all types of
skill.
By Sunday the fresie is on his
way to becoming a better adjusted student. The first week
is over. This is Just the big be- The guides greeted the freshmen with such
ginning for a new and wonder- enthusiam and vigor that most of the beanies
lul future.

were sold the Sunday when the freshmen
arrived.

The green cards are the first hump to get over.

r

It.

All sorts of vehicles are used and even the panel wagons, are corapeltely filled.
Now that Tve got this stuff in, what do I do with it?

FRESHMEN BOYS sit evaluating the situation, thinking of
what may lie ahead for them in the coming year, and asking
"Where are the girls?"

4

r

Beckoning All Beanie Buyers

Guides Want Money
>

•We really have to buy these beanies?

The guides had quite a few laughs, and the freshmen discovered that the upperclassmen

Well, okay, if we have to.'

Having A Good Time

weren't all bad.

A SPECIAL WELCOME TO
OLDTIMERS c@itie§
M

A Tradition
of Service ...

m

Since 1941, the friendly personnel
of the College Service Station have
served Eastern students and faculty
members with efficiency and pride.
We have been a part of Eastern's
great growth. We are most proud
of our record of employing dozens
of students, thereby helping to make
it possible for them to continue their
college education at Eastern. Our
record of service to our great College and to our community stands
by itself. This is a tradition which
we pledge to continue.

»
-

—Russell Rymell, Owner

The Friendly Man With The Better Brand Soys,
.

VALVOLINE
MOTOR OILS

"Came By And Get Acquainted."

» FIRESTONE
TIRES and TUBES

• DELCO
BATTERIES

LUI.

■*»

Mi ^^H^ll
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Baptist itudents will attend
a retreat thia weekend at the
Boonca Creek Aasembly. located
near Winchester "Transformed by Renewing the Mind" will
be the retreat theme.
Program participants include
Mrs. Louise B. Lyons, coordinator of Instructional Media at
Eastern; James Robert Porter,
president of the Baptist Student
Union; Dr. Ernest N. Perry and
Thomas H. Oatewood, Jr. of the
Pint Baptist Church, Richmond
and Linda Soberlund,
Regina
Miller, James Boyd, Mary Jo
Thornton, Vernon Wash. Curtis
Adams, Jr., and Norma Jones.
Approximately fifty persona
will attend retreat sessions.
Vespers will begin Monday at
• :30 p.m. at the Baptist Student
Center, 525 University Drlvs.
Students are invited to attend
the Vesper programs each Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
throughout the school year.
The Young Woman's Auxiliary
will have a coke party on Thursday for all girls enrolled at Eastern. The party will bogin at
«:*> p.m.
The Newman Club is already
going great guns this year. They
would like to welcome the freshmen to Eastern's campus, and
welcome all the upperclassmen
back.
Newman Club has planned a
picnic for this Sunday at 6 p.m.

It will be held at
McDowell
Park, and la open to all Eastern
students who would like to come.
McDowell Park is located one
block towards downtown Richmond on Lancaster Avenue.
Mass for the Eastern students
is at 11 a.m.'every Sunday.
The Newman Club will have
their first meeting Thursday
evening at 6:30 p.m. in the University 104. All members art
asked to attend, especially new
freshmen and transfer students
who are interested in Joining.

Silver Exhibit
In Louisville
An exhibit of early American
silver will be held September SO
—October i at Locust Grove,
the historic Georgian house In
Louisville where General George
Rogers Clark spent his last
days.
Miss Mary Glase, assistant
curator of the American wing
of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art. New York City, will speak
on old American silver at 11
a.m., September 30, at the Holiday Inn, 4805 Brownsboro Road.
This leads off a series of special events planned by Mrs. Irvln Abell Jr., regent at Locust
Grove. 661 Blankcnbaker Lane.
Mrs. Edward O'Rear, II, Prankfort and Versailles, is chairman
of the showing.

>^0»s>'0«>'0^1
JUST ARRIVED!

977 PAIR EARRINGS
FROM $1.00 UP.
Some Pierced — Some Not.
"On the Way to Town"

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
Corner Second and Water.
.

o^xxvo-o
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Comfort Ideas In
Fall Loungewear
If any group of people has no/
been lying down on the job. it's
the designers and makers of
loungewear: their new Ideas
are helping women to relax in
greater comfort and style than
ever before.
New styles like the jumper
and poncho robe have joined
the list of lounging
classics.
While the long hostess gown,
more popular than ever, makes
its sweeping fashion statement,
this year's short robes -following the line of daytime fashion
—just skim the knee.
Pabrlcs and trimmings also
show a rich variety. Quilting
may appear in geometric patterns, executed in the bold relief of Trapunto. The trend to
at home elegance for the hostess
shows up In robes of luxurious
deep velvet and—shades of the
outfits trimmed in
marlbou.
Another current fashion trend,
the sportive look, con be spotted In the boudoir as well as on
the boulevard. In either place,
wildlife prints are high style.
Contributing to the lounger's
life of ease are the fabrics themselves. A popular choice among
manufacturers of loungewear la
a soft touch fabric which combines Eastman Kodel polyester,
cotton and nylon for wrinkleresistance and wash and wear
ability. For added warmth and
shape retention,
many robes
sre also quilted with
Kodel
polyester flberflll.
Such new
Ideas are adding beauty and
practicality to
all
types of
loungewear.
Altogether, the at-home outfits may be having their greatest fashion boom since the languid days of King Louis XIV's
court, where it was considered
chic to receive guests while lolling in bed!
While you may not be prone
to this type of self-indulgence,
you csn easily feel- like a pampered princess In Lazy U's new
knee-length robe of black or red
velvet. Mandarin—collared and
jewel-buttoned, It is quilted trapunto-faahion for a fresh elegent
look. Somewhat
more casual,
though scarcely less elegant In
Its fashion, is Perfect Negligee's
double-breasted, leopard-spotted
coachman brunch coat.
Both
have been quilted with Kodel

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS'
Where your clothes receive that
persona) care that only long
experience can give.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND *

PHONE 623-1368

The Little House
2O0'/2 SOUTH THIRD STREET

Coordination Is Fall Fashion Word
Heels And Skirts
Shorter This Fall
The latest fashions are In full
swing this fall. New ones, as
well as the standard popular
fashions are really on the move.
Skirts are going higher and
heels are going lower. Man's
clothing also appears to be taking on a new twist. Coordination seems to be the latest word
in the new fall designs.
Many students coming to
Eastern for the first time i
always asking, "What does)
everyone wear around here for
class and the activities?" And
students do dress differently In
every region of the country.
Class attire is somewhat different at Eastern than It would
be at some of the universities
and colleges In the eastern
States.
Moderate Fashions
Skirts on the whole will not
be so extremely short here as
in some of the regions. And
the new madras slacks and saddle oxfords will not carry that
big of a trend In Kentucky. Students in Kentucky are usually
known for their neat apparel for
:lass and extra-curricular activities.
For men's wear the short
sleeve shirt, a sweater, slacks
and sometimes a tie always look likewise for the girls, because
nice for class. But there are a young lady likes to be proud
also many men who still like to of the man she Is seen with. The
wear the white levis, the madras way a person dresses can also
shirts and many of the other leave a definite Impression upon
fads that happen to be popular faculty members.
at the time. Men must also
Neat apparel appears especcompete with each other and ially during the first couple
dress right in style.
weeks, because everyone has
Impressions Blade
new or pressed clothing. StuA young man usually prefers dents should put forth an extra,
his girl to be dressed nice and effort at keeping their clothes
look sharp at all times. It is that way. Many of the male

students have a tendency of not
wearing socks for the simple
reason that the ones they >ave
are dirty, or they have to wait
till they go home to let their
mothers do the washing. So
men it's high time you learn to
wash and Iron all on your own.

Classroom Apparel
Dennis Raymond Is neatly
dressed for class in his coordinating shirt, sweater and
slacks'. He is a Junior from
Florence. Dennis has chosen
this onset for his first day of
polyester fiberfiU.
classes. This consists of a light
A warm but light-hearted new
blue short sleeve shirt with a
Idea In lounging attire Is a pulldarker blue tie. His sweater Is
over poncho to slip over a longof navy blue cashmere. And
sleeved nightgown. Tempo make
The lining of the coat George Dennis's slacks are of medium
a matching sleep shift in the
at
Valley grey lightweight wooL
same colors as the poncho. The Washington wore
During the fall is when most
easy-care fabric of Kodel, nylon Forge has proved as durable as
and cotton is used plain for the the reputation of the man him- the male students seem to be
dressed
the best. Sweaters algown and quilted with Kodel self.
look nice and are appealflberflll for the poncho. But you
Almost two hundred years af- ways
can mix-match your own loung- ter the fur coat sheltered the ing to the female sex. They
ing outfits by teaming the pon- general from the harsh winter also seem to add a great deal of
cho with other nightgowns in of 1777-78. the lining is still in- color to the masculine fashions.
An All-Tlme Hit
contrasting colors.
tact, and is on display at the
These are Just a few of the Kentucky Historical Society MuAn all-time hit among unichoices confronting the Christ- seum in Frankfort.
versity girls are shirtwaist
mas shopper, and the lucky lady
The cost was kept between dresses. They never left the
who finds one among her pack- two featherbeda by Washington's fashion world after they made
ages on
Christmas morning- family for many
years, but a nit and held to the trend.
Whatever your choice,
you'll eventually the moths took their
Appearing here in an olive
probably be leading a softer, toll. The lining was ripped out green shirtwaist dress Is Miss
life—looking
prettier,
too— and the fur burned.
Jennifer Cottlngham. She is a
thanks to some inventive deA great-great-great niece of senior from Ft Thomas. Her
signers and manufacturers who General Washington presented dress has the long sleeves which
nave not been' lying down on the lining to the Historical So- definitely makes It s fall fashtheir fashion job.
ciety in 1824.
Ion. It also has femininity added to It by the pleats coming
down over the front bodice.
This dress Is very fashionable
because It can be dressed up or
dressed down.
The Poorboy Trend
Still as popular as ever are
the poorboys. They seem to
have taken a definite hold on coordinated sets.
Modeling here in a poorboy
hipster dress Is Miss Sandy
Stewart. She is a Junior from
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
Cincinnati, Ohio. The poorboy
top of Sandys is a heavier cotlet our attendants do It for you."
ton of tan and grey stripes. Her
hipster skirt is attached to her
poorboy top. It is of a semi-full
2 Hocks off W. Main,
medium grey.

Historic Lining
Found In Bod

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Special Occasions
Scott Hamilton, a sophomore
from Louisville, is appearing
hare in a pale yellow short sleeve
shirt, with a tan and whiskey
striped tie. His Jacket la whiskey color with leather trim, it
Is made of a hopsack material.
Scott's slacks are dark brown
lightweight wool and look very
neat

Many times the men wear
suits for class. Many professors seem to appreciate it, especially when the student Is going to make a speech or is In a
debate.
These are Just a few samples
of the popular fashions to be

worn on Eastern's campus this
fall. And It should give
idea to the freshmen and tr
for students what really is the
style on our empus. ' These
items were furnished for oar
use by some of the clothing;
stores in downtown Richmond.

BULOVA, LONGINES. NORELCO, ELGIN.
GRUEN, ZIPPO, TIMEX, KEEPSAKE,
SPEIDEL—NAME BRANDS ONLY.
ALL ENGRAVING FREE
WHILE YOU WAIT.

KESSLER'S
RICHMOND'S ONLY DISCOUNT JEWELRY
NEXT TO BEGLEY DRUG

623-1292

coordinated
Btcampus look!
iiiiiiiii.v i'
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Smart

St*fi
C0UE6E-UMB?
North Second Street
DIAL 623-4200

Iha

OVJU

day- Amf

'PJLOJAJ

So Glad
Swing through the semester with a '
Swinging Hair Style
Created just for you by the

.PADDLE* SADDLE

Back In Town

student stylists of

ROOTIN', TOOTIN' 50%
FORTREL* POLYESTER/
50% COTTON SEPARATES. Be miles ahead of
the herd. In the strongest
separates this side of fashion, Hold their shape, look
so lean, fit so well. Tapered
ankle pants with elastic
waist to breathe along with
you. Ever-Pressed* to
wipe.out wrinkles the second they're dry. Teamed
with lively cotton knit top.

J

You're

Eastern School of Hair Design
Student prices regulated by
Kentucky Board of Cosmetologists

$5.99

l§aAU™<QflA*clcf'Qiai*(3)e*£y«,

ELDER'S

309 West Main Street
RtelMMd, Kentucky
Phone 623 - 5472

KMtMI'S FAMLY STQK
SK11193

AUSTIN HILL LTD.

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
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The Advertisers On These Pages Are
Support The

Shop The Modern Way
IDEAL RESTAURANT
"STOP IN AND TRY OUR

MADISON

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

LAUNDRY

WE SPECIALIZE IN THOSE

And

Life
Insurance
Company
of America

DRY

WILLIAM A. MANZ.

DEUCIOUS HOME-MADE BISCUITS

PLATE LUNCHES"

South First Stroot

623-9969

214 W. Main St.

BURGER BROIL
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 15c

The College

Across from

Wast Main

Bus Station.

Richmond's Family Store
Since 1893

Your College Ufa

CLEANERS

HAMBURGERS AND FRENCH FRIES"

ELDER'S

Representative
■^FITS QUALITY YOU'RE LOOKIM FOR '

113 Windsor Drive

iimvin nnoT
nil»l ITV
ALWAYS
FIRST QUALITY

•■

623-6460

Sixty Years Later
IT

PREWITTS
BARBER

i **** %r i a *

University
Galleries

Richmond

JEWERLY

Drive-In

STORE

EVERYTHING

SHOP

McCORDS

FINE IN

FOUR MILES

• Silver
THE FRIENDLIEST
• China
SERVICE
• Crystal
IN TOWN

623-5604

SOUTH

CREDIT IS

ON U.S. 25

ALWAYS OOOD"

• Brass
128 E. Main

"WHERE YOUR

623-1718
• Oriental Rugs

—j

134 Wost Main

Wast Main

KENNY'S DRIVE-IN
i
"TOUR PURCHASE FREE

COX FORD
"SAVE NOW ON NEW OR USED CARS"

IF WE DO NOT THANK YOU"
Big Hill Avo.

CORNELISON'S
FASHIONS FOR MEN
"Your Satisfaction Is our Success
2 Doors Up from the Madison

ERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Big Hill Av..
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Among Eastern's Staunchest
Who
K&C VENDING CO.
SERVING THE UNIVERSITY
EVERY HOUR OF THE DAY
22* W. Irvine • Richmond

Stockton's

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

HINKLE REXALL DRUGS

"WE NEED YOUR HEAD

'SERVICE TO THE SICK"

Drags

Coffin's

'IN OUR BUSINESS"
233 W. Main

623-2522

Expresses a

Main At Madison
623-3218

Richmond

Drugs

Warm Welcome
To Eastern

J&D RESTAURANT

Students and

MAYOR EARL B. BAKER

Faculty.

WELCOME TO STUDENTS ,

PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL WORK

PLATE DINNERS.

Phone 623-3248

AND FACULTY.

HOTPOINT APPLIANCES—GIFTWARE

PIZZAS. SANDWICHES AND

208 W. Main

623-2390
228 S. Second

STATE BANK AND

MERLE NORMAN

T:r

Richmond

623-5338

Brown's

YOUR

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

623-2336

(Formerly Pasquale's)

OF RAKER REAL ESTATE. EXTENDS HIS

Main at First

TRUST
COMPANY
* 1 j
i\AS*

Ccrtntetft

- . w * I

Supply

"FIGUR ON BANKING WITH US"

Studio
Com* In and Sao
Invites Yon for an

Our Fine Line

Hour of Beauty—

of Office

FREE.

Equipment!

South Second Sf.

South Third Street

623-4528

623-4365

2 Convenient Locations:
Main Stroot

MICKEY'S FABRICS
"FINEST FASHION FABRICS
IN KENTUCKY"

B
Q;

4*

Main Street

W. F. HIGGINS CO.
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
623-1662

ft

Bio. H« Avenue

4/ ^

Richmond

Richmond

v
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Camp Sites Abundant
Throughout Kentucky

Transfer Students Express Opinions
By SANDY STEWART

Progreaa Staff Writer

From colleges and universities throughout the
United
States, Eastern received an optimistic group of transfer students. Comments expressed at
a recent coke party were many
and varied, but generally centered around the beauty of the
campus and the friendly atmosphere.
One might wonder why so
many chose Eastern In preference to other Institutions.
"1 was very unhappy with the
drama department at Murray
and I thought that I could profit
more from study here at Eastern," volunteered Vickie BryanPhil Woodall. a Long Beach
SUte California sophomore said,
"I came because I heard they
had a good elementary education
program." Others also had academic reasons for transfering, a
most popular one being the Influence of Eastern's physical education program.
Wyoming's Sheep and Indiana
Of course, college Is not all
classes as we all know. An
honest sophomore, Dan White,
rrom Morehead decided the
ratio of girls to boys had some

bearing on his choice. Two
westerners. Dwlght Williams
and Guy DIMatteo. from Wyoming Northwestern Community
College, had traveled south in a
protest. "We were going crazy
in Wyoming with only sheep and
Indians," they quirked.
Since transfer students are
familiar with college, a comparison between their previous
experiences and Eastern seemed
necessary. Two
unidentified
U.K. Juniors supplied this information. 'The
dorms are
alot better, the facilities more
modern — but there's nothing
to do or no good places to eat
with any atmosphere."
Modernistic Campus
The physical attractiveness of
Eastern brought Jim Criscillls
to our campus. "Eastern has the
most modernistic, well-equipped
buildings In the state. This In
Itself presents many educational
advantages."
Jane
Buntain and Joyce
Messlnger were impressed with
the Student Union bells. "Those
chimes are something else," they
began . . . and that something
else remains to be seen In the
up coming months of campus
life for those and all students.

The Davis Beauty Salon
Welcomes Students & Faculty
service to you..
THE ARTISTIC COMBINATION OF STRIKING
HAIR COLORING AND STYLING IS OUR
SERVICE TO YOU.
Phone 623-1200

McKee Bldg.

South I st St.

Tlim-Flam Man'
Instructs
Writers

Eastern Progress
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Library Headquarters Remain The Some
A definite date as to when the
John Crabbe Library will be
completed has not yet been released; therefore, the headquarters for the library wffl again
be in the Combs building and
the basement of Case Hall.
General Circulation, Reserve
Books, card ^catalogue. Catalogue department, Order department, and personnel offices
will be housed in Case. The office of Dick M. Allen, Director

With the smoke from a camp- Lake State Park, Falmouth.
Recently Central Kentucky
Autumn In the mountains of residents
fire . . . the lake mists rise to
have been both curious
Eastern
Kentucky
has
long
been
mingle . . . and fresh black
and excited about the filming of
a
favored
camping
season.
The
bass sizzle In the skillet; it's
a new movie, "Film-Flam Man."
autumn in Kentucky and the miles of nature trails in the Eastern has cause to be Intercolors are bold against a cool Daniel Boone National Forest, ested in the filming of this movie
the hill-surrounded lakes reflect- since Mr. Guy Owen, author of
crisp sky.
All of the Commonwealth's ing the moonlight, and the pine •Film-Flam Man," was an Insights and sounds beckon camp- scented walks through the for- structor In Eastern's 1964 Creaers to relax and enjoy the est; all reflect the beauty of tive Writing Workshop.
scenery of the wide selection of Eastern Kentucky. Sites availThe air of excitement can be
camps offered to each camper able are Carter Caves State explained by the fact that a
that tours beautiful Kentucky. Park, Olive Hill; Cumberland great deal of this 20th Century
Falls State Park. Corbln; Gen2.200 Camp Sites In Kentucky eral Burnside Island State Park, Fox film Is being shot on locaSurprisingly, there are over Bumside; Greenbo Lake State tion in this area; also, many
2,200 camp sites throughout Park, Greenup; Lake Cumber- local people are being employed
Kentucky's landscape. The trees land State Park, Jamestown; as extras in the movie. Actors
are so Inviting at this time of Levi Jackson Wilderness Road George C. Scott, Michael Saryear. They are beginning to State Park, London; Pine Moun- razin, and Slim Pickens, along
turn their most brilliant golds, tain State Park,
production crew,
Plneville; with their
scarlets, russets and bright Cumberland Gap National His- lights and camera have created
crimsons to set the scene for a torical Park, Middlesboro; and quite a stir throughout Central
warm autumn campstght.
Breaks Interstate Park, near Kentucky. Part of the movie
In September and October, Elkhorn City. Primitive camp- has been filmed In Winchester
1965, nearly 33,000 campers took ing can be found at Kingdom and further filming will be done
advantage of Kentucky's parks. Come State Park, Cumberland; near Frankfort, Valley View,
Most people enjoy the change of Buckhown Lake State Park, Lawrenceburg. and Lexington.
pace from the rush of the surrr- Buck horn; and In Daniel Boone
Mr. Owen, a native of Clarkmer vacation season to the au- National Forest.
ton, North Carolina, holds three
tumn out-of-doors.
Anyone Interested in gaming degrees from the University of
Home Away From Home
further Information on camping North Carolina. He has taught
Deluxe facilities for 942 tent and camp sites in Kentucky may at Davidson College, at Stetson
and 321 trailer camp sites at 16 write for a free camping folder University, and Is now teaching
Kentucky state parks Include to Department of Public In- at North Carolina where he dicentral service buildings with formation,
Capitol
Annex, rects the creative writing workglazed brick interiors, approved Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
shop.
drinking water, lavatories, hot
and cold showers and other
modern devices. Electrical outlets, available at sites, are free
of charge. Tent and trailer
camp sites are 12.00 per day for
up to six persons, with a 25c
charge for each additional person. Primitive sites, with runPublished
Tuition Plan, Inc., a corporaMr. and Miss College are arning water only, are $1.00 a day.
Camp sites without any of civili- riving on campus this month tion which handles the financing
but not before spending some of education, has projected that
zation's amenities are free.
From the Western Waterland IS billion with the nation's mer- by 1976 the annual bill for tut-,
Region of giant Kentucky and chants and service companies tlon, fees, room and board, and
Barkley lakes and the Land Be- In preparing themselves for the miscellaneous expenses will be
more than $22.7 billion.
tween the Lakes National Re- school year.
By.the middle 1970's, 10 milThis year will see one of the
creation Area to the deepforested Eastern Highlands, an most profitable back-to-school lion students will be In college,
autumn vacation of camping sales seasons in academic his- or about one-sixth of the total
beckons also to the added in- tory. At one time, back-to-school student enrollment at all educaducement of side trips to shrines shopping consisted mainly of tional levels.
buying new pencils, a tablet,
In a study promoted by Sevenof historical interest.
and a neck-tie or skirt. But to- teen magazine, Eugene Gilbert
Available Gamp Sites
day the college student treks Youth Research found that 618,Camping In Western Ken- off to the shopping center with
tucky includes the areas from a list of "needed and required" 000 girls starting, their freshman
the Mississippi River east to the items that take a half-day just year In college spent a total of
borders of the Outer Bluegrass to read. At least a dozen Indus- $289,277,00 outfitting themselves
and surround the giants, Ken- tries and retailers will have a an average of $468.07 per girl.
Fashions vs. Loan s
tucky Lake and Lake Barkley.
stake In John and Jane
One group of 6.8 million school
.Bites available are Columbus financial
College when they leave for girls were discovered to have
Belmont Battlefield State Park,
spent $1,340,822,000 preparing for
near Columbus; John James school.
Market Will Grow
school, or $231.17 each.
Audubon State Park, HenderThe market serving the colThe girls bought over 33 milson; Kentucky Dam Village lege
is at its peak now, lion shoes and slippers, 27.6 milState Park, ailbertsville; Ken- but isstudent
expected to grow sharply lion blouses, 22 million skirts, IS
lake State Park, Hardin; Rushdresses and 6 million costs and
ing Creek and Hlllman Ferry during the next 5 to 10 years.
sweaters.
Areas of Land Between the
With all of this spending going
CLUBS DEADLINE
Lakes
National
Recreation
on, it's no surprise that while
Area; Penny rile Forest State
Clubs should help to play
John and Jane are shopping the
a major part In our campus
Park, Dawson Springs; Mammarkets for the newest designs
moth Cave National Park.
activities this fall, and it is
in college fashions, Dad is visitPrimitive sites are at Rough
hoped that their activities
ing the banks for the newest arRiver Dam State Park, near
will be well publicized. This
lar the publicity will be I j»ngemants in educational loans,
Leltchfield and at Lake Makme
'State Park, GrflWrtn*.
featured in i new column" *
'"""' ' ' ■ ■'' '"•"
Camping In Gentral' Kentuck#
called
the • dub
note*
can be associated with the auAll club reporters or presitumn campflre smoke In the
dents should make sure their
land of Daniel Boone, James Information is turned in on
Harrod, George Rogers Clark
time. The deadline will be
and Abraham Lincoln. The
Wednesday noon each week.
sites are available
at Fort
This information may be
Boonesboroogh State Park, near
turned into the Progress ofRichmond; Natural Bridge State
fice—room 8 of the Roark
Park, Slade; My Old Kentucky
building, or Nancy Prlnsel's
Home State Park, Bardsjown;
mall box — Box 128 Mcand General Butler State Park,
Gregor Hall. This will be
\A/AVR RIBBT
QUALITY '
ALWAY8
FIRST QUALITY
Carrollton. The most primitive
greatly appreciated.
sites are available at Falmouth

of Libraries, will also remain
in Case.
The Combs Classroom Building
will be the location for the reference section, current
and
bound periodicals, teaching aids,
and youth collection.
The townsend collection
of
Kentucklana, materials written
by Kentucky authors or books
about Kentucky, are available
In the Combs building. A copy
of these books are also in circulation in the basement of Case.

featuring:
Country Set,
Bradley
Knit Wear,

Birthday in

Merchants Rack-Up
In Pre-School Sales

GENE'S
Style Shop

IS IT

Ship 'n Shore
Blouses,

TIME 75

Poor Boy
Sweaters.

YouF ,
L'CFfJCE

?

COME IN AND USE
OUR
LAYAWAY PLAN.
South Second Street
Next to Sweet Shop

as a public sen'ice by this newspaper.

"Figure On Banking With Us"

,QN£ Hfi. Gil AN Eft
CORNER NORTH SECOND * IRVINE ST
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MOR.
.

^ SPECIALS!Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday!

Men's Trousers

TWO CONVENIENT LOCMONS- MAIN STREET * BIG Hill AVENUE

Shop Monday Thru Friday 9 to 5:30
Saturdays 9 to 8
C>imi»i|»
/Z^X
"STERN KENTUCKY
M
"55eS3rv^N\

39c

LADIES' PLAIN

Dresses
We Mothproof and MWow-Preo*
EverytMng Wo Dry Clean

SPICIAL IVIRY DAY!
SHIRTS LAUNDERED. 27e la—4 FOR fte

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.

UNIVERSITY
WE WELCOME Y(H

RICHMOND, Ky.

COME HI AND ASK ABOUT OUR CREDIT PLAN

Thorn McAn mass-produces
Handsewns
one

.

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant.,. you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.
A COMPLETE

PRINTINGi
SERVICE

I

by one
We Print It the Way
You Want It...Exactly
One at a time is all two hands can sew. And two skillful
hands sew each moccasin seam for Thorn McAn. With
needles, thread, and tender loving care.
Why take the time? Somehow it looks better. Somehow it
feels better. Anyway, it's the right way to do it. Ask any
Indian.
Thorn McAn's genuine, classic moccasins,

LERMANS

No printing job is too difficult for ui
to handle! We have the latest, most
modern equipment and the staff to go
with it. That's why our prices remain
so low. See us soon!

RICHMOND DAILY REGISTER
SOUTH SICOND ST.

RICHMOND. KY.

PHONE 623-1669

Abolish ironing with Penn-Prest!
At home or away at school, yoo'll appreciate these, get Towncraft Plus' sport shirts
for fall! They're crisp and handsome . . . perfect for class or casual wear. Perfectly
carefree, too. They come from the drier ready to wear, looking smooth-as-new.. . .
and stay that wayl Get popular oxford solids ... or plenty of colorful plaids. Phe-

Annual Governors' Parley
Set For Ky. Dam Village

New Director
Answers
Questions
The new director of the Kentucky Historical Society Library
In Frankfort has only bean on
the job a few days, but he's already fielding quest tons like a
pro.
When William
Fltigeraki
came to the lflfcary with Old
SUte House, he Immediately
tackled a stack of letters asking
for genealogical Information.
Fitzgerald has a good background for ancestor-hunting. Ho
was president of the Kentucky
Historical Society from 1964
until he resigned to become director of the library.
Fitzgerald came to the library
from the County Clerk's office
In Boone County, where he had
worked since his retirement a*
a printing teacher in a Covington high school.
He plans to do some writing
and editing in his new position,
and hopes the library will start
publishing pamphlets on genealogy. But answering letters
Is his "biggest Job" at the present.
"Nearly everyone who crossed
the Mississippi River during the
pioneer days went through Kentucky," he said, "and some of
them stayed for a time, got
married here, and moved West.
So we serve the whole United
States.
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Daniel Boone Statue
To Enhiu^
SooHti
• i.

*

Kentucky will be greatly hon- tucky win build an $8 million
ored next week by playing hoet State park, to round out the atBy BARBARA DONNE1X
shipped -to «l«* fork 'City -wMs>
to the S2nd annual Southern tractions of the region which
rrogrws Sean Writer
T| shurt*»'s,;reiai0» of .-it, *UT, a* '«
Governors' Conference at Ken- President Johnson predicted will
p3uttg-anda«HlV Unade. The' dupncat* Wffl W
tucky Dam Village State Park. become the greatest tourist atloos university, iwhUe ever altnjj.«,,,!, sy Modem Arts Foundry
The governors of the IS other traction In mid-America.
tog towaeda he'Uer tutors an* to New-***. First, a plaster
The governors also will learn
member state* have sent word
greater lei
; model of -the statue ; wffi ha
Kentucky's
spectacular
they will come. Each haa in- of
gotten the be
mad*. Traa model wffl then be
dicated be will bring a number growth of Industry. Statistics
down to Bfrsm
Wed- to produce an identical students to revolve grant •»of (tate officials. Total atten- for the last two and one-half
generation*
[■statue. The cost of this epera- pessts of between *»o ami MOD
dance, Including many represen- years show S52 announcements
modem structures
•**• tlon, tocWdtag tramportation of fbr the im+l academic year.
tatives of press, radio and tele- of new or expanded plants,
is iii. mil sa -to
pus, a symbol of the past wi« the.
ill be approxunatevision, la expected to reach 600. creating 34,000 Jobs, and
:
In
the
program amounting to a total Investment
statoeofthe
' "When
$554 million. IB addition,
Daniel Boone. Since Eastern 'tab fahwfertesnsr will be dn>
.that haa been prepared, there of
nearly
2,000
miles
of
new
highis a happy comblmIs to the area, Boona. once ■ ex* played SB fuO view of all Ea "
were built In Kentucky
plored. the state* wist hare
tlon of worthwhile work and ways
era's stadeatt and campus:hurt
year.
significant historical vans*
(pleasant recreation arranged for
snV**. The woodsman
Visiting
Governors
to
the
the camyus as waljas _
the visiting chief executives.
leng rifle In.his left arm.
Southern Conference to whom
to the beautyaf ■*. TnSrwfll
Topics at the several business we extend our warmest welcome,
stand oh the large concrete errea. ,
the first statue to adorn i
sessions scheduled Monday, are: between Burmuh Hall and the
campus.
Sept 19, through Wednesday,
Student Union Building.
Henry Bellmon, Oklahoma;
Eastern's Boone statue wm
Baa
Sept. 21, range from natural re- Haydon Burns, Florida; Prank
sources through transportation G. Clement, Tennessee; John B.
be a duplicate of the nine tootand highway safety, small busi- Connelly, Texas; Orval E. Fau3,900 pound one that stands jgf
ness and Industrial development, bus, Arkansas; Mills E. GodEastern Parkway and Cherbkne
and Appalachian to tourism, win, Jr., Virginia; Warren E.
Road in Louisville, final **■
FOR YOUR SHOE
rangementa were recently made
'parks and recreation.
Hearnes, Missouri; Paul B.
with the City of Louisville to
; Tourism, parks and recreation Johnson, Mississippi; John J.
borrow the statue for the pat'
will be the major theme of the McKelthen, Louisiana; Robert
pose of making a reproduction of
conference. The setting in a E. McNair, South Carolina; Dan
ft
beautiful state park on Use K. Moore, North Carolina; Carl
The Louisville statue ha* bee*
shore of one of Kentucky's hi*, E. Sanders, Georgia; Hulett C.
man-made lakes, will indicate Smith, West Virginia; J. Millard
what we have achieved In our Tawes, Maryland; Charles L.
own state in tourist attractions. Terry, Jr., Delaware; and
Kentucky has virtually dou- George C. Wallace, Alabama.
bled her tourist business in the
last 10 years, and 34 million
Americans last year visited
Kentucky, a state of S million
residents. Tourists from other
states hurt year spent $2*0
million in Kentucky.
SOUTH SBCOHft
The chairman of the conference is Maryland's Governor J.
' MiHardTawe*. His remarks at
.- the opening session will be
V followed by the keynote address
Every revival of old Charles ate.
.; of Farrls Bryant, director of the Chaplin
movies produces a lot
In the United States, advan;•' U.8. Office of Bmergency Plan- Of laught*
over the original A- cing technology has freed
; nmg and former conference merican assembly
line, but the many men from factory and
• CheainTUUl.
nature of the humor still farm work and created so many
During their stay, the gov- twisted
seems to escape modern audi- Job opportunities for them **»»•
:'■ ernors and other officials winences,
GET TOP CHOICE
according to the Cham- where that we now have a
•; visit another of our showcase ber of Commerce
of the United vice-oriented economy.
More
parks—Kenlake State Park, and States.
than half the labor force la emh)ouy wm be taken on a tour of
bis droll way Chaplin made ployed to the service trades, to
'the vast Land Between the theIn assembly
line look like the which there Is no assembly line
, Lakes National Recreation Area
step In the degradation of at all.
' —a lTr,000-acre wooded region last
working man, reducing him
In the factories, the assembly
!. lying between Kentucky Lake the
to the role predicted for him by line is automated, the tedious
i and its newly-Impounded twin, Karl
Marx: The despised "tool" work is eased, the worker's digLake Berkley.
a growing capitalist economy. nity is secure.
Attention win be directed, of Marx
realized that capital and
Leisure time also haa to;' also, to the spot on the eastern technology
could combine to in- creased and the common man
shore of Lake Berkley near crease the productivity
of work' enjoys a way of Ufe superior
443 Big Hil Ave.
;! Cadis where, with the help of a era, and thus' bring economic
in many respects to that of the
! IS.* million Federal gnat, Ken- progress, but he predicted that very
rich to Marx's day. whan
capitalists would get all the be- there was nothing to compare
nefits.
with modern plumbing, central
Introduction of the assembly heating, electric lighting or the
line brought dramatic, visible automobile.
On the streets and in many
proof of his error. Mass production could only mean that our cultural and recreational ceneconomic system was providing ters, you can no longer tell the
for the many, .rather than the wage earner and the millionaire
few. It meant that the many apart.
>,
had the means to buy, therefore
And the trend conOnt*se to fathey had to be sharing lit the in- vor the working man, IalO years
HIRAM BROCK
before this year, the following
creasing wealth.
Ho wonder the assembly line has happened:
AUDITORIUM
quickly became a hated symbol
Productivity (per man hour)
and an object of ridicule for an- up 88 per cent.
Sept. 17—Saturday
ticapltallata!
Wagaa (par, manufacturing)
Now the revolution has come, up 40 per cent.
"A VERY SPECIAL
but instead of being the one
Profits (percentage of investpredicted by Marx, it is a tech- ment) up 0.1 par cent.
FAVOR"
nological one that la sweeping
It makes you wonder whether.
the industrialized world with far Marx himself might not have
with
greater force than communism preferred it this way if he: could
Rock Hudson,
could ever have hoped to gener- have foreseen the pwnfblBtles;

MrOn Your Way *i ;|©wf!

Automation. Technology
Influence Economy

nts Receive
Mat L. Vlckers, coordinator of
student financial assistance. He
I that the amount of the
scholarship wiu be based upon
the individual need of the student, but that it cannot exceed
The scholarship money is for
(he purpose of siding students
of "exceptional financial need"
who, otherwise, could be unable
to enter of remain In college,
he said.
In addition. Eastern has been
allocated |3is,78S under the Federal Work-Study Program, permitting worthy students to earn
part of their expenses by working to on-campus employment
up to IS hours a week. Eastern
win add to this amount $84,880,
president Martin said.
More than a halt million dollars Wffl also be available for
The average loan pros entry

totals slightly more than $400
for the academic year, Vickers
said. 'In addition," he added,
"many of than* same students
are working under either the
federal or institutional workstudy program, earning more of
their college expanses/'
Each of these programs la avallable to students now attending college, aa well as to incoming freshmen next fall, Vlckers
explained.
FuU information about either
of the three programs may be
obtained by writing: Coordinator of Student Financial Assistance, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Kentucky 40476.
student loans, under the National
Defense Education Act, he added. This program permits loans
to needy students to be repaid
at low interest rates after graduation.
■

<

'

CITY TAXI

■

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour

623-1400
i

CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME
»■■■■'

STOP and SNACK at

'■>■

BURGER BROIL

I A NEW OR
USED cm

COX FORD

Campus Flick

M-0-V4-E-S

Leslie Caron,
Charles Beyer,
Walter Slezak

VOLKSWAGENS

Sept. 1 "---weoeaoy
"HOW TO STUFF A
WILD BIKINI"

SERVICED EXPERTLY

Annette Funicello,
Harvey Lembech,
Else Lancaster

At

TONY'S DX SERVICE

Sept. 20-21
■THUNDERBALL"
Seary Connery,
Claudia Auger

COMPLETE LINE OF VW PARTS
Big Hill Av

NOW OPEN
J & D
RESTURAUNT
formerly Pasquale's
We Specialize in Pizza and Italian Dishes
with a complete line of dinners and sandwiches
available ...
WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING!
DINE AND DANCE IN OUR PRIVATE CAMPUS ROOM
(ADMISSION THROUGH ID CARD)
>«■

Come and See Us at J & D —
"Your favorite meeting place"
228 SOUTH SECOND

DIAL 623-5338

"•

^■■■■■■f

200 t 214 MAIN STREET

Audubon Tamed West
With A Sketch-Pad
Long ago when the Indiana
were still disappointed about
sharing their hunting grounds
with white settlers, young John
James
Audubon
artistically
armed himself with a sketch pad
and wandered out into the
Wilderness.
James Audubon"s
happiness lay solely in recording the natural history of a vast
American frontier and little did
he care for the everyday affairs
of the world. Later, this flaw,
brought economic disaster to
the painter and his wife.
Life of Audubon
Audubon, bom in Haiti in
1783, the son of a retired French
naval officer, spent his early
boyhood In Prance. It was
there he studied under the
famed painter, Jacques Louis
David.
After Audubon's brief appenticeshlp, he came to the United
States. His wanderings took
him to Kentucky in 1810, where
he chanced upon the Henderson

For Your
Snacks

and
Things
It's
PURKEYS

FOOD
MARKET
Open Till
10 P. M.
Big Hil Avo.

area, on the Ohio River In the
western part of the state.
Greatest Arttst-Naturallst
He found what amounts to a
way-stop on the fabulous Mississippi Flyway. an aerial highway for migratory birds that
ranges from the Arctic to the
Qulf of Mexico. There in the
lush, green forest land around
Henderson, these birds found,
as they do today, a hospitable
retreat from their
arduous
Journey. From depicting these
marvelous birds, Audubon was
on his way to becoming the
world's greatest artist-naturalist.
To support his family the artist had to devejop some means
of steady income. He first operated a small hardware store,
but was unsuccessful; later, he
opened a grist mill. Unfortunately, the grist mill business
ground slowly to a financial
stop because the call of the wild
proved more a command of
excitement to Audubon. In
spite of all the economic setbacks, the Audubons had a
happy life together.
Audubon State Park
John James Audubon State
Park, at Henderson, as a part
of the multi-million dollar complex which is the Kentucky
State Park system honors the
man in a 590 acre pastoral
haven.
The
Audubon
Memorial
Museum houses a fine collection
of paintings by John James and
his sons as well as 126 valuable
first edition prints. Admission
to the museum Is 50c, children
25c. Other attractions for visitors include a sand beach with
modern bathhouse, lake boating,
a 9-hole golf course, trails, picnic and playground areas, and
tent and trailer sites. Housekeeping cottages within the
park rent for $12.00 per day for
two people. Tent and trailer
sites, as at all other State
Parks, are $2.00 per day for up
to 6 people.
For cottage reservation or
additional information, write to
John James Audubon State
Park, Henderson, Ky. 42420.

First Philosophy Ooures
Taught Here This Fall
Beginning this year philosophy
courses will be taught at Eastern for the first time, announced
Dean Frederic Ogden, dean of
the college of arts and sciences
The four philosophy courses will
be taught by Mr. Wade B. Marlette.
Philosophy 200. Introductory
Logic, three hours. This course
is designed to acquaint the student with the principles of modern logic through the propositions! calculus and elementary
quantification. Some attention
is paid to the historical development and philosophical foundations of logic.
Philosophy 210. Introductory
Moral Philosophy, three hours.
It examines the place of moral
philosophy in the broader area
of value theory and studies critically several representative
ethical theories. Particular emphasis Is placed
on
Plato,

Aristotle, Butler, Hume
and
Kant.
Philosophy 300. 8urvey of the
History of Philosophy,
three
hours. This course may not be
taken for credit by students who
have credit for History 598. It
attempts to introduce the student to some of the main problems of philosophy by critically
examining the arguments with
which these problems have traditionally been met. Concentrates
on Plato, Aristotle, Thomas and
Descartes.
Philosophy 400. Philosophy of
Religion, three hours. This
course is an inquiry into the
philosophical foundations of religious experience. Problems of
belief and knowledge, the existence and nature of God and the
character and meaning of religious commitment
and the
language
in
which It
ia
described.

Research Groups Fine
Small School Systems

Two for Action!

ing non-commissioned petty officers) are invited to attend taw
Naval Reserve Officers Ssswsl
(NROS) beginning in Sewssssber at the Lexington Naval Reserve Training Center, Sfrtssj
Hin Drive.
Classes to be offered •*»
Counter Insurgency and Ossaav
ography.
For further Information •asstact the Lexington Naval Msserve Training Center, BSMSM
278-1211 or Drl. George W. H**>
lnson. Chairman, Departmssst 6f
History, Eastern Kentucky University, phone 628-7431.

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.

Degrees In Recreation Off e
For First Time This Fall

Committee Surveys
Historic Building

*

NROS Classes
To Be Offered
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Naval, Marine, and Coast
percent of the state's 200 school Guard Reserve Officers (Includsystems fail to meet the 1,800student minimum advocated by
Since the county reorganisaCED.
tion law of 1908 the largest number of Kentucky school districts
Fewer l,SO» Student*
Altogether, 64 Kentucky school existing at any one time was
systems last year had fewer 608.
In 1966-86 there
were 224
than 1,800 students In average
school districts in Kentucky. By
dally membership.
Within that category the 1968-66 that number had been cut
current figure)
range was from Southgate's low to 200 (the
of 1S8.8 to RussellviUe's 1438.7. through voluntary mergers enThe KEA research analysis couraged by the State Departwas made for the KEA Commit- ment of Education.
tee for the Study of the Foundation Program, which is now in
the final stages of a two-year
study-in-depth of the state's
foundation program for education. The KEA . Committee's
study and
recommendations
will be published In January.
Kentucky enrollment figures
were provided by Lee Tyler, director of the State Department
of Education's division of public
personnel services.
The CED, whose trustees generally are presidents or board
chairmen of corporations and
Sprits, you recall, li
presidents of universities, said
ths soft drink that's
in Its latest statement that "a
so tart and tingling,
Study of special skill courses unified school system with 1.800
we Just c.uldn't keep
will continue into the second students ean function with some
It quiet.
year with the addition of specifi- competence."
nip Its lid and it
cally designed courses to orient
The 1,800 student minimum,
really flips.
the recreation student in super- according to the CED report,
Bubbling, fining,
vision and program planning.
would enable every student to
gurgling, hissing and
McChesney has also served as have adequate educational opcarrying on all ovsr
a program supervisor In Muske- portunities "without imposing
ths place.
gon, Mich., a recreation instruc- unfair burdens on the taxpayAn almost sxesstor in Milwaukee, Wla., and as ers."
sivsly lively drink.
Consolidations forced by state
a teacher and coach In Vlncenaction have reduced the numHence, to zlupf is
nes, Indiana.
to err.
His publications include nu- ber of independent districts In
the
nation
by
78
percent
since
What is zlupfing?
merous articles In the area of
recreation program administra- 1942, the CED said, but "still
Zlupfing Is to drinking what
the
number
is
far
too
high."
tion.
smacking one's lips is to

Does Kentucky have too many
school systems too small to provide adequate educational opportunities for every student?
The Committee for Economic
Development (CED), a nonprofit national research and educational organisation of 200 executives, would answer yes to that
question.
In a recent report on modernIcing local government the New
York City—based group recommended that in order to offer
a diversified curriculum every
school district In the nation
should enroll a bare minimum of
1,800 students.
Analysing Kentucky publicschool enrollments for the 196866 school year the Kentucky
Education Association (KEA)
research division found that S2

Two new degree programs— Ing, and administrating recreatboth in recreation—have been ion programs In a variety of
added to Eastern's expanding settings and program fields.
The curriculum is planned to
academic offering, President
include both credit and nonMartin has announced.
experiences
Recently approved by the credit laboratory
Board of Regents, to be offered and a minimum requirement of
for the first time this fall, are 136 semester credit hours to rethe Bachelor of Science Degree ceive the degree.
After the initial two years
in the Area of Recreation Program Administration, and the are spent in orienting the stuAssociate of Science Degree In dent with the recreation proRecreation, a division of the fession and development of a
broad background, the second
College of Arts and Sciences.
Both will be administrated by two years are devoted primarily
the Department of Health, Phy- to course work in theory, skills,
sical Education, and Recreation, management, and field experia division of the College of Arts ence.
Also, the student will study
and Sciences.
additional skills and techniques
McCheaoey Is Director
James Coleman McChesney, essential to leadership In proa native of Marion, Kentucky, gram administration, and eiecwho has been serving as director tives according to his Meld of
of public recreation In Sheboyan, interest. The final semester
planning,
advanced
Wisconsin, will head the pro- stresses
grams. He la a graduate of leadership techniques and re
Western Kentucky University quired field experience in reand holds the directorate in re- creation.
creation administration from
Associate Program
Indiana University.
The associate, two-year deThe four-year program for the
bachelor's degree focuses Its at- gree program, will be the first
tention upon planning, conduct- of its kind in Kentucky. It U
designed to train technicians in
keeping with a new trend to
authentic historic value.
Commission member Thomas help offset the shortage of trainThe chairman of the Kentuc Mabry Jr. of Allenavillc suggest- ed recreation leaders In the
States.
ky Heritage Commission, Dr. ed that plaques be placed on the United
Non-credit laboratory experi
Hambleton Tapp of Lexington, outside walls of these buildings.
Members of the new commit- ences with a minimum of 66
has appointed a committee to
survey historic buildings and tee, ail commission members, semester hours credit in course
sites in Kentucky and rule on are J. Winston Coleman, Pr., work are necessary to obtain
Lexington, chairman; Mabry. the degree.
their authenticity.
During the first year of the
The committee was suggested Mrs. Edwina Morrow, Louisville
by Governor Breathitt, Who also Mrs. MUlard Cox, Louisville; S. program, the student will be
suggested that certificates be Roy Woodall Jr., Frankfort; Dr. enrolled In prescribed general
given to owners of property of Tapp and Mrs. Simeon Willis, education, orientation and skill
I commission executive director. courses.

■**^ IF IT S QUAUIt YOU RE lOOKIIK FOP.

Eaitorn Progrow

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

TELEVISION REPAIR
Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios
CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.
W. Irvine Street

Phone 623-3272

eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
sake when draining ths last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprits from ths bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupfl
It's completely uncalled for. I
Frowned upon in polite society.]
And not appreciated on caapus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprits
is absolutely essential to your]
enjoyaent; if a good healthy
zlupf is your Idea of hsaven,
well,..all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
i UllLe zlupf goes a long, long
■waySPRITE. SO TART AMD
XINOLING. WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QVIET,

-»r

MAROON LANES WELCOMES
STUDENTS and FACULTY

GEORGE mblNGS, Jr.
GLASS OF '64
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennlngton Court
6J3-4838
life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans

GLYNDON TAILOR SHOP
We Feature
/ Sport Coats and Slacks tailored fo measure
l/ Ladies' Suits, Coats & Dresses
Altered
/ Shirts and Trousers tapered
/ Zippers and pockets ot all kinds
|/ Suede leather elbow patches,
all colors
"TURNABOUT" 2-VVAY
STRETCH NYLON TOPS

HOTEL BUILDING - THIRD STREET
423.1308
J.T. BALLEU

Stretch nylon can be worn front
or back... 2-way zippered collar
you'll wear turtleneck or johnnycollared. Berry, moss, black,
navy, white, light blue or pink.
Small, medium and large.

WIDE WALE CORDUROY
"WESTERNER" PANTS
Slim-fitting cotton corduroy
jeans with bar-tacked pocketsfront and back-slim leg, front
zip. Wheat, light blue or berry.
Sizes 10 to 18.

3.99
—

IMPORT CARS
Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam
Alpine

Imp

RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
"For rk* Bost in Economy Aswomobl.i.
col or too *Wp Porfco or Lo»tor fcroriolo"^

) Faculty bowling teams welcomed.
> Intramural bowling leagues every afternoon (watch for
announcement).
> Free transportation to lanes for Intramurals.
) Special rates for club bowling parties.
) Large coffee shop.
I 20 modern lanes.
MAURICE HOLM AN - MANAGER

us25SOUTH Md.roon Lanes ^cm°m

,

